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York, Jan. 7. With nine Jurors in the box all subject to perl
emptory challenge and with a
of a hundred talesmen to draw
from, the Thaw trial resumed today.
It has been agreed that each side
shall have thlriy peremptory challenges.
The tentative jurors selected yesterday are as follows:
Charles K. Gremmels, ship broker.
John R. Hatchett, cigar dealer.
Oeorge B. Morewood, Importer.
.Floyd S. Sanforu, bank manager.
James E. Conway, hotel keeper.
William E. Brewer, decorator.
Arthur it. Naethlng, baker.
Miaurice Bouvler,
George W. Carry, dry goods dealer.
Of the above men It was generally
predicted that Mr. Gremmels would
be ehal' .nged by the dlsirlet attorney. He declared lie had scruples
against capital punishment, but could
lay them aside if sworn as a Juror.
Mrs. Evelyn Thaw was again the
center of Interest even to the exclusion of the defendant himself at yesterday's session. She was followed
by throngs of curious persons as she
entered and left the court house for
the nvornlng and afternoon sessions.
She riidi not attend the night sitting.
The long court hours and the tedious
monoiony of the repeated Jury examinations proved Intensely fatiguing.
Every possible convenience Is to be
provided for the Jurors who are to bo
locked up throughout the trial. They
are to be quartered In one of the
fashionable hotels on upper Broadway and luncheon Is to be served at
an expensive downtown restaurant.
The Jury examinations did not develop such a strong veil of unalterable opinion as was anticipated and
many of the talesmen were excused
on other grounds than bias upon the
reading of extensive reports of the
lirst trial.
Josluh Thaw was the only member
of the defendant's family present at
the evening session.
The unexamined talesmen were the sole Spectators. Thaw seemed thoroughly to
leli.-- h
the idea of being out of the
Tombs prison after nightfall his
first experience of the kind since his
incarceration following the roof garden tragedy of June 25, 1906.
luring ihrt progress of the morning tension two men were dismissed
from tht jury ant two others were
selected, making nine men in the
l"x at the en if the morning
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Fish Agent Says That Fight Provides for An Additional
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DECLARES THAT HARKIMAN
CIRCULATION RESTRICTED
WILL BE DEFEATED
TO 75 PER CENT OF BONDS
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Washington, D. C, Jan. 7. The
financial bill, which for some time
has been in preparation by leading
republican members of the senate
committee on finance, today was
printed and given to the public.
The bill provides for an additional
issue for bank circulation, which
shall at no time exceed $260,000,000
on bonds other than those issued
by the government
including state
and municipal bonds. In approved
cases the- comptroller of currency Is
given the discretion of Issuance of
proposed currency and is authorized
to decide us to the time and to the
amount to be awarded to any banking institution.
It is provided that the increased
circulation shall in no case exceed 75
per cent of bonds deposited.
Senator Aldrlch introduced the bill
in the senate soon after that
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Chairman Hopewell, of Statehood
League. Wrote Senator That

Twenty Men Formed the
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY WM. T. JEROME.

HIGHWAYMEN ATTEMPT
TO ROB TRAIN AT

Conductor Frustrates Holdup
by Striking Robber With
Y.RI.
His

tin;

San Marclal, K. ; M.. Jan. 7.
Ebunto AguHar, laborer, f)l under a moving car lrt the 'local Santa
Fe yards at 10 o'clock this morning
and was killed. There was .no witness to the accident.
The man la said to have a family
living In Mexico.

WHOLESALE GRAFT IN

ST. JOSEPH'S CITY
T
iSt. Joseph.
Mo.,
Jan. 7. The
county grand Jury today
reported
that It had unearthed gross frauds and
graft In the city's electric street
lighting department and returned a
number of indictments said to be
against heads of the department and
other city employes. No names have
been made public. It was found that
dead men had been carried on the
payrolls for several yoars.
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.

THIEVES TAKE TWO
' '
'
"VALISES 'AND RUN
Kansas

City,

Mo., Jan. 7. 'Four
to rob the passeng-

men attempted
ers on the Missouri, Kansas and Texas passenger train due to depart for
the southwest at 2:20 o'clock In the
Union Paclllo station here early

today.

Vic-

They flourished revolvers and commanded the passengers to give up
their valuables.
Conductor H. W.
Drew entered the car and hit one of
the men with his lantern. The robbers fled with two valises, which
they grabbed and escaped in the
yards.
The robbers were white men well
dressed and wore no masks.
PaMwiigers

Although the car the robbers entered was crowded with men no effort was made to resist and none
of the women In the car made outcry. The robbers moved so quietly
that several persons were not awakened at alt and others did not know
what was taking place until after
Conductor Drew hit the man with
his lantern.
When the robbers started to run, some of the passengers
courage
took
and pursued them but
the chase did not reach farther than
the limits of the station house.
The grips carried away did not
contain anything
of great value.
Both were filled with articles of
clothing. After the robbers had Hod
the conductor was surprised at his
own courage.
He said that he did
not know what was taking place In
the car when he entered it.
A squad of policemen and plain
clothes men were upon the scene
within fifteen minutes after the robbery and scouring
the depot and
railroad yards for the robbers. Several suspecis have been arrested.

Chicago, 111.. Jan. 7. (More than
fifty persons crowded around the
doors of St. Paul's Reformed Episcopal church, Winchester and Adams
streets, one day recently, waiting for
Bishop Samuel Fallows, to beg him
to cure them of their ilia
The news of Bishop Fallows' success In treating diseases by laying OLDEST EIRE INSURANCE
on of hands and the power of suggestion, or Christian psychology, as
PRESIDENT PASSES AWAY
he designates It, has gone all over
the country, and the bishop Is deluged with petitions that are sent by
mail and brought by the sufferers In lM(tlt on Sjiiim- - Day of Two (irU'-person.
I'ire lnsuruiui) Sages birango
Coincidence.
Boston Wool Murket Improving.
Boston, Jan. 7. The wool market
.t. Iuis, Mo., Jan. 7. Captain
Is showing better feeling than
was George Taylor Cartn died here tq
apparent at the close of the year and day at the age of 73.
bore the
tihding is Increasing. Still the ag- distinction of having served longer
gregate transactions are below the as tha president of any Insurance
average.
mpany than any man in the country with the exception of George F.
Chase, of Hartford, Conn.
SILVER GOING UP
It la a rather strange coincidence
that Chase should die today also and
the two oldest insurance presiBY LEAPS AND BOUNDS that
dents should die the same day within a
hours of each other.
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London, Jan.

190-pou-

Fire Insurance Magiutle Dies.
Hartford. Conn., Jan. 7. George
L. Chase, president of the Hartford
Fire Insurance company, jled here
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ed a penny and an eighth today
to 27 pence as a result of tho

Jtoar Admiral Goodrich Delivered
covering of a large bear sale
Principal Addreos Many
made some Umr ago, which fell 4
and Sailors Atdue today. Orders from Indian
tend CcrenionlcM.
bazaars as well as from China
helped to raise ilio price but the
San Diego, Calif., Jan. 7. In the
presence of thousands of people inmarket Is very unsettled.
cluding officers and sailors from the
Sol-dM- T

4

j

Pacific squadion and citizens from
San Diego and other southern California cities the memorial monument
to the Bennington dead was unveiled
this afternoon at the National cemetery on top of Point Loma,
The plain shaft stands within 'the
plot where are burled most of those
who lost their lives In the disaster
or July 21, 1905. Two battalllons
of sailors and one of marines had
been assigned to Join the local militia naval reserve and two companies
of soldiers from Fort Rosecrans to
form a military escort to the cemetery.
Besides these there were hundreds
of sailors from the ships, who attended the ceremonies without being
assigned.
The. principal address was made
by Rear Admiral Goodrich, who. was
In command of the Pacific sqehdron
at the time of the acoldant to the
Bennington.
After the unveiling of the monument, three volleys were fired over
the graves, which were decorated
with wreaths, one volley by representatives of the army, one by the
navy and one by the marine corps.
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Carlisle, Ky., Jan. 7. The warehouse of A. Robinson, an Independent tobacco buyer at Bethel, was
burned last night by night raider.
The Petres Brothers store caught
fire from the warehouse and It also
was completely destroyed.
From Bethel, the raiders visited
the town of Sherbourne, where they
destroyed the Independent warehouse
of Dougherty Bros.
The loss caused by the raid la not
known as the exact amount of tobacco In the warehouses has not been
ascertained.
Fully twenty men were In the
band. All rode horseback, and were
heavily armed. Numerous gun barrels could be seen gleaming In the
fire light. Many shots were fired by
the raiders in the air keeping all Inquisitive persons at a safe distance.
A number of people aroused froia
their sleep by the noise made by the
niKni rainera mm ti.n rrnm th . k.ia
to watch the work of destruction but
stroyers.
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WAR.
.Frankfort, Xy., Jan. 7. The matter of settling the "tobacco war" in
Kentucky now lies with the heads
of the trust, the American Tobacco
company, in New York. The conferences of the laot few days be
tween representatives
of the trust
and the tobacco growers came to,
nothing except a promise
by the
WOULD ORGANIZE
former to Inform the heads of the
company of the conditions in this
state.
ARMY IN AMERICA
In the meantime there Is much
anxiety throughout the tobucco belt.
The Princeton,
Hopklnsville
and
Society ICudcr
Armenian
Would Russellvllle "night rider" raids and
the statement of Governor Wlllson
llavo His Country Freed From
that the raiders will be punished haa
Turkish Rule.
served to keeip up the excitement.
The situation is the result of a
New York, Jan. 7. Gen. Hempart-soola- n
Boyadjian, head of the Hun-ciia- light of the growers of tobacco
or Armenian Revolutionary against the American Tobacco comsociety, arrived In New York yester- pany and other purchasers and the
day. He comes to attempt to orga- complications are best explained by
the following recounted sequence of
nize his countrymen In America Into armed bands that he hopes will events In chronological order:
First The apparent passing of
be called upon to rescue their counthe leaf tobacco market In Kentucky
try from Turkey.
and Tennessee Into the control of the
American
Tobacco
company with
the consequent elimination of nearly
UNCLE SAM WILL
all the middlemen or independent
tobacco buyers and rehandlers.
Second The awakening
of the
farmers to the situation and the formation by them of the American Soof Equity and two subsidiary
IUiuk Kolilx-- r
Will Have to ciety
organisations, the Burley (light colAiifMcr to the I'nltod KtaU-ored leaf) Tobacco association, and
Government.
the Dark Tobacco association with,
Helena, Mont., Jan. 7 Charles Mc- the purpose of producing and holding
their crops until they could obDonald and George Frankhauser, alleged to be the Great Northern train tain what they considered
a fair
robbers, who are charged with the pTlce from the AmericanTobacco
company
and affiliated concerns,
theft of 140,000 consigned from St.
Paul to the postmaster at Spokane, j' Third .The failure of the attempt
by
the farmers' societies to win over
were arraigned in the federal court
here today, the state having relin- a sufficient majority of the growers
of
tobacco to their pooling plan to
quished control of the case.
Judge Hunt fixed Monday as the enable them Immediately to compel
company to pay the price dethe
day for the pleas to be entered.
manded.
IS Wil.lXGKH I II --SIGNS
Fourth Ostracism and petty per, as liAM) ixmmi.ssiom:k.
secution directed against
"Independents"
the
farmers
who
.WiUiut 1'rtyl Bennett Gets Uio Job were unwilling or unable to pool and
Ky ApMiiiUiKMit.
hold their crops of tobacco and who
Washington. D. C, Jan. 7. Rich- sold to the "trust."
Whipping of tobacco buy
ard A. Ballinger, commissioner of ersFifth
who sold their
tho general land office, has tender- crops;and farmers of
beds of young
ed
to
his resignation
President tobacco destruction
plants; burning of tobacco
Roosevelt and It hajj been accepted bams containing
the harvested crops
to take effect March 4. Fred Ben- of Independents; shooting
Into home
nett, assistant commissioner of the
the warning of refractory inde
general land office, has been appoint- and
to
pendents
country.
leave
the
ed commissioner.
Sixth The culmination of u mob,
spirit in the attacks on Princeton,
Hopklnsville and Russellvllle, town
SNEAK THIEVES GET
of from 4.ft0d to 10.000 Inhabitants,
which raids resulted In blowing up
burning tobacco warehouses con$20,000 IN JEWELS a.id
by
trolled
the American Tobacco
company, the killing of several of
the ratdeis, the wounding of several
Prenidt-ii- t
of tlio AnierU-ai- l
and the destruction of propcitliens
(4Hiiuiiy U Uio Victim.
erty owned by Innocent neutrals because the raiders refused to allow
7.
Derby, Conn., Jan.
The au- the tire departments to work.
thorities have received a report of
the robbery of the residence of Chas. STATE SKNATOK OF
11NX KCTK'l'T DIES
V. Brooker, president of the American Brass company and a member
Stamford, Conn., Jan. 7. .Samuel
of the republican national commit- Fessenden, a fortiur state senator
tee, n which the robbers secured and one of the most prominent nieu
tJO.OOO worth of jewelry. The thieves of Connecticut!, died today of heart
left no du.
trouble.
J
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Leisurely From One Place
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of Destruction-T- wo
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LIGHT

Were Visited.

urry visited Washington
recently
President Powell! assured him he
would leni M aid towards securing
the passa re of his bill and Is satis-fle- d
ths'. New Mexico has sufficient
ptpul'.tion and wealth to entitle It
to bo admitted as u separate state.
The letter gives the present population of New Mexico as above
400.000 and states that a delegation
representing every county In the territory will visit Washington
this
mi nth to urge the passage of the

CHICAGO
had been scattered broadcast by Mr.
Harahan. The first thing I did was
to send out a circular letter written
by Mr. Fish from the office of J. S.
Morgan & Co. I got the Ralll Brothers, largest merchants in the world;
the Tates, the great sugar house;
the Loefflers and the Brooks estate
in Huddersfleld.
After telling of his marked success
In Holland, Mr. Scarrltt continued:
Chullciigrs IlaikHufT.
"The London and Dundee newspapers teemed with stories
telling
what a bad man was Mr. Fish. The
representative of a London newspaper wanted to sell me space to reply
for 1250 a column. I got a leiter to
Lord NorthelllYe, of the London Dally
Mail.
Lord Northciiffe was out of
town. I saw Mr. Bute, who didn't
see why the Mail should mix In it.
I convinced him to the contrary and
he sent Mr. Harry Magge to me for
my side.
"I Issued a challenge to Mr. Hack-staf- f
to meet me on neutral ground
before the Iondon newspaper men,
who should decide which was right,
the defeated man to pack his portfolio and go home. Mr. Hackstaff
replied that Mr. Scarrltt was really
very kind, but he was over there
for hla health.
"These English bankers cannot Imagine how Americans can tolerate
In England, In
crooked banking.
cases approaching fraud, thiy kick
out the whole bunch.
"Over In England the stockholders are the boss."
In the ascension with Mr. Rolls,
upon landing, Mr. Soarritt's leg was
caught between the side of the car
lunch basket. His
and a
and the bone
foot was twisted
fractured.

BARRELsTlEAMED

HELP

y.

'New York, Jan. 7. Wlnthrop E.
Scarrltt, financier, automoblllst and
aeronaut, who went abroad- to get
proxies for stuyvesant Fish In his
fight with E. H. Harriman for control of the Illinois Central railroad,
to be voted at the coming postponed
annual meeting In Chicago on March
2, has returned.
He wua still on
crutches as a result of his ugly fa.ll
in the Hon. Charles S. Rolls' balloon. He was met in the lower bay.
by hla friend P. R. Bomeisler and at
the pier by Mrs. Scarritt.
The agent of the Fish Interests
was the happiest man on the ship.
At the concert he made his balloou
giving the
adventure the feature,
audience a graphic tale.
"This controversy," said Mr. Scarrltt, referring to the
feud, "is hurting all American securities in the foreign markets.
British
money will not come to America until we have cleaned house and exercised Harrimanlsni, because British-er- a
get the Impression that we are all
dishonest. They are so far away that
they cannot
discriminate
between
good and bad Americans, and they
say: 'Those d
smart, swindling
Yankees!" "
When Mr. Scarrltt. assigned to this
special job, sailed away on the
Lucanla on Nov. 9 he did not know
until three days out that Alexander
G. Hackstaff,
president and
vice
general manager of the Illinois Central, was aboard. Mr. Hackstaff said
he was going across for his health.
"He was the busiest, healthiest Invalid I ever saw," said Mr. Scarrltt.
"I found every Intelligent, honest
man, unless he had ulterior purposes
or motives behind his voting, was
for Mr. Fish.
KotliMvldld's Appreciation.
"Among the first bankers I wrv
after reaching London was Lord
Rothschild. 'I have known Mr. Fish
for thirty years,' said Dord Rothschild, 'and I ktiow he is a clean,
honest, able man.
He handed me
his proxy and said. 'I wish you good
luck.'
"The English Association of American Bund and Share Holders, Limited, has already, by solid resolution
of their board of directors, voted to
give their aid to Mr. Harriman, and
Chairman Smlthers told me they had
settled the question.
" 'I beg your pardon, sir,' I replied: 'no question Is settled until It
ENTOMBED MINERS MANY
I got them to get
is settled right."
together the majority of their board
They heard my story.
DAYS YET TO WAIT Informally.
The chairman turned to his fellow
members and said: "Gentlemen, there
Ely. Nov., Jan. 7. The work at is no question that we ought to supthe Alpha shaft in which three min- port Mr. Fish. Hla thirty years of
ers have been entombed since Dec. 4 faithful service to the Illinois Central makes him entitled to our supis going on flowly.
The water pipe is In good shape port.
"There was not a dissenting voice.
and now the men below have an
They had already signed their Harabundance of air. food and water.
riman proxies, but they tore them
it Is expected that solid ground
within four days, up and gave all to Mr. Fish, more
will be reached
be safer and I than 1.200 shares.
when the work will
"Circulars reflecting on Mr. Fish
much better progress can be made.
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Flames Spread Causing Great
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Washington, D. it. Jan. 7. A petition for a separate hill for the admission of New Mixk-to separate
statehood was received today in the
form of a letter frem Chairman W.
S. Hopewell of
lle New Mexico
Statehood league $t'i Representative
Fuller of Illinois, itt referred, to the
committee on territories.
. . . .
.
..

The overdue

London and Antwerp with about four
hundred persons aboard, was sighted oft Old Head oft Klnsale sixteen
miles west of this .port early today
just one month after the date of her
departure from Antwerp.
The vessel was proceeding slowly under hetvown steam and signaled
she was making for this port. She
made no signals Indicating
what
caused her delay and return.
The steamer declined the help of
a tug fent to assist her and came In
alone. The Mount Royal after leaving British coast encountered violent gale..
On Christmas eve trouble with the
boilers developed and the captain
decided It best to make for the Irish
coast. The passengers and crew are
all well.

Tho

T

Every County In Territory
Would be Represented
in Delegation.

steamer Mount Royal, of the Canadian Pacific Hallway' Atlantic Steamship line, bound to St. John from
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Representative Fuller of Illinois Mas Petition Referred
to Committee on
Territories.

STEAM

Had Encountered Violent Gales on
Began
Christmas
Leaking and It Was Found
Necessary to Turn Toward
Irish Coast.
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POPULAR

CONDUCTOR
Has Been Punching TlcKets
Years-St- tli
for Thlrly-on- e

!
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at

hick
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familiarly

Withinfrton
among
trainman.
as Hurry w
...m. anH ouerators
Joe," U one of the oldest conductors
on
Doth in age and length of service
the Frisco railroad.
Commencing as brakeman In January. 1877. he has remained with
this road ever since, gradually,
through einclent service, rising to the
jKwitlon of passenger conductor. He
to 67 years old.
T,.u,........-.
twelve yeura
For the lastrunning
suburb-- n
on
the
ton has been
trains between St. Louis. Valley
pfcrk and Pacific, Mo. During this
period he claims to have handled
On
aJmost two million passengers.
the world's fair
several days during
he carried as many as 1.800 people.
he
Uurlng his 30 years of railroading
wreck,
never has been in a single
nor killed or maimed a passenger or
employe.
call-e- d
"Hurry Up Joe" he has beenfreight
In
the
was
he
ever since
owervice. He acquired the titleof the
hurrying
constantly
ing to hU
that
dispatchers and oiher employes
always on
v. ,,ht have his train
time He believes Inofaccomplishing
work In the
the greatest amount
delights him
least possible time. Ittrain
passengto tell how suburban
In
passengers
line
main
ers excel
he can pick
this respect. Heat says
a station in
in netmn.
conductor
it i.va a main line passengers
three. Fifty
t . fc.kei n I,on
t
to his record.
m
As a ticket puncher and collector
.,w.i.r to have all of his fellow
one
conductors fairly eclipsed. Oncoach
occasion, passing through four
gathered up w u""1'
es, he
,
rva- of 10 minutes.
nRsseneer list each
inimlpa Mime of St. Louis'
and professionalprominent business are
in the coun.v.. hnmj.
try. The respect and good will oi
several
these as well as of the
Is enjoyed
patrons
Hundred
His good nature, won
wiihinrtnn.
manner have
obliging
kind,
bis
(or him scores of friends.
lth his wife at Pacific
We resides
and then
tm
M
forcer wife several
years
daughter were drowned
Meramec river
o while fording
near Pacific
known
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I II AVE OTHER MATTERS TO
YOU THINK BEST.
CAKE FOR, AND VO'T PROBABLY KNOW MORE ABOUT
IT THAN

ializes.

It.

tuunh v

.Mioi r Tin:

1

Including twenty-thre- e
families. Thl
Is a terminal division for nineteen
Southwestern enplres oft the main
and ten off the Dawson and seven
oft the Hork Island, and means s
pay mil of trainmen here totaling
nearly two hundred. 9
H. H. White, who took IJndsey's
place on Dec. 23, Is hero and with
Supt. llawkes. l'nxsun, superintendent of motive power, and J. K. Murphy, traveling trainnia.trr, were interviewed and all of them a.ree that
within the next sixty to ninety days
Tucumcari's railway force should be
doubled, and that the pay roll shnulfl
reach to the neighborhood of $60,-00So the outlook for Tucunicari
Is bright even if the reported building of the Choctaw never mater-

1

HURRY-U- P

1

IDEA

BORN-A- N

I, ANYWAY."

NUMBER OF ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS MEN HAVE
ALREADY MADE SUCH ARRANGEMENTS MORE ARE
DOIXG IT EVERY DAY. OXE WISE MERCHANT. AVHO
ATTEMITS TO DRAW A LINE DIVIDING THE PATRONAGE
HE RECEIVES FROM ADVERTISING. FROM THAT COMING
THROUGH OTHER CHANNELS. INFORMED US ONLY
YESTERDAY TILAT HIS ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN DURING THE TWO MONTHS
IT HAS RUN. HAS NETTED HIM" SUFFICIENT TO
PAY FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR SIX MONTHS.
ANY ADVERTISEMENT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF IN
DIRFXT. IMMEDIATE RETURNS. IS A GOOD INVESTMENT,
BECAUSE YOU GET YOUR MONEY BACK, AND
THE EXTENDED PUBLICITY TO BOW. BUT AVHEV
RESULTS ARE SI CTI AS THIS MAN EXPERIENCED
YOU ARE GETTING LITTLE LESS THAN A GOLD MINE.
THE FIRST MAN IV THE ADVERTISING FIELD REAPS
THE FINEST OF THE WHEAT, THE
GLEAN
THE STUBBLES. DUKE, TIDE TOBACTO KING, IN CON VERSATIOX
WITH THE WRITER ONCE SAID: "I BEGAN LIFE ON
A STONE PATCH, WITH A WIFE, A BLIND MULE AND
I A.M NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO MLLLJON
TEN DOLLARS.
DOLLARS,
BUT I HAVE SPENT FORTY MILLION IN
ADVERTISING."
PROBABLY NO MAN IN ALBUQUERQUE
HAS HAD A MORE MODEST BEGINNING TILAN MR. DUKE,
AND THERE IS NO REASON AVHY ANY MAN WITH EQUAL
BUSINESS ABILITY. AND POSSESSED OF THE SAME BUSINESS .
FORESIGHT, SHOUTD NOT SUCCEED AS AATvLIj. IF THERE IS,
STATE IT TO YOURSELF, AND BE CONSOLED. IT IS AN OLD SAW,
BUT A KEEN CUTER, THAT SAYS:
"IT PAY'S TO ADVERTISE."
A

r.i.ii

ix

srrci-.KD- s

imVK.K.
Topeka, Kan., Jan. 7. William K.
Buck of Topeka has been appoint
ed general superintendent of motive
prwir of the Santa Ke railroad, with
headquarters In Chicago. III.
The appointment is effective now.
Mr. Buck has been mechanical su- nerlntendent of the Eastern Grand
division of the Santa Fe. He sue
ceeds Alfred Lovell, resigned.
1IKAD OF MOTIVK

the Santa Fe's new fuel
department has been organized but
very short time, it has aireaay
proved such a success that It is at
tracting the attention of other rail- Island officials
roads. The Itock
have become trreatly interested and
have already taken steps toward the
organization of a similar department
The fuel depart- on that system.
merit results in a great saving of
fuel of all kinds, as Its handling Is
thoroughly systematized and no
I
portunlty is given for waste.
Though

T.vpkul EiikIIxIi Ilarmnlil in the
Jan. 7. Is the English
baimald to become only n memory.
another of the faded British glories?
The house of commons will have
to decide this momentous qutlon at
Its next session.
England complacently watched the
advent of the Doer war. English
men scarcely became Interested when
war with Russia seemed imminent as
a resuu oi me Aorm inannei nsning
eet inciuent, and me recent z.uiu
unrest provoKeu only passing com- iLondon,

diut to abolish the barmaid! "Bah
juve, inai s so prejHjsierousiy umer- I
organized
at eul. doncher know!"
The B. of R. T. was
Tucumcarl a few days ago with a I All England Is sitting up and tak- and with thsllng notice. From every quarter Is
large membership
members who will come into this II coming a storm of protest. The bar- lodge by card the boys will start out muld Is a time honored fixture. Her's
is the one menial calling that even
with about fifty members.
o-the scions of the most fastidious nobility of Europe smiles upon.
FORT BAYARD NEEDS
Many a barmaid has become a
I countess.
Barmaids have even cap- tured dukes. The profession has
been honored with rare attention
from the royalty Itself.
Engllsh.
tSmall wonder that the
of AVur R,oomiiienls Im- liroveini'iits Congress Askod to
lhHiate.
Washington. D. C. Jan. 7. The
secretary of war has recommended
to congress the following Improve'
nients for Fort Bayard, N. M., and
apked for appropriations covering the
extf.nse for the same:
iFor six double sets of captain's
qutirters, $162,600.
For field officer s quarters, 1214,- -

f

better
men

cIiim

of

Drink Iiik

Place.

are excited.

The movement for the abolishment of the barmaid comes from
the women. They insist emphatically that it Is a reflection upon their
sex to have young women dishing out
'arf and 'arf and brandy and soda.
Members of the house of commons, so far as they have been induced to express themselves, question the wisdom of the step. Home
of them declare that it would bring
about results more disastrous than
can be traced to the present system.
iRecently a delegation of protesting
barmaids called upon Herbert Gladstone, member and leader of the
house of commons. He assured
them that the house of commons had
no intention of putting an end to the
employment of barmaids.
Yet the women are in earnest.
They will not surrender their fight
without a pretty struggle.
English barmaids as a rule are
strikingly pretty young women. It
is profitable to have them so. They
are gracious, attentive and decorus.
They must be If they retain their
positions, as the government Inspec- tion is most exacting.

LATE-COME-

ADVERTISE

WHEN

I!

THE

10

For nurse's building. J35.200.
It Is probable that all of these re
outsts will be included without

change

In the army

OF

FINANCES

appropriation

sease, keep the system healthy. Each
successive cold weakens the constitution and renders Infectious diseases
Chamberlain's Cougn
more liable.
Uemedy will cure your cold promptly and restore the system to Its normal condition. For sale by All Drug

blli.

It la very important and !n fact
It is absolutely necessary to health

that we give relief to the stomach
promptly at the first signs of trouble.
Take something once in a while, especially after meals; something like
KODOL for Dyspepsia and Indigestion. It will enable your stomach to

The Railroads Are Still In
debted to Country-Natio- nal
Bank changes.

gists.

PEOPLE

AN

Sold by J. H.

wiscqnWsenator

...i.i

HOUR

OF

W

GIVE US A CHANCE

Will

To figure on

that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber in New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when it Is just as cheap?
It will pay you to look Into this.
RIO

i-

go-.h-

GRANDE LUMBhR

Phone 8.

down.
Oh, but It's true. But no one can
guess who the girl is. Of course this
is only between you and me, Mabel.
VVe danced) nearly all afternoon.
And I got so tired that once I took a
walk out into the woods, all by my

CO.

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

YOU CAN SAVE

you know, Mabel, 1
SECRETARY JAFFA OFFERS
brushed my head against some poison
Ivy, and you should see my face now
It's all red.
Well, I don't know I don't feel so
SHOPS
TROPHY
Oh, Ma
FORJBEST
very bad over It. And
bel, I must tell it! Promise, promise
men
you'll never, never
me
Prlw Will lie Cmtst':l for by tion that
It to anybody?
;iuirtlsiiM-lYom all Purls of
All right. Why, you know, Ted
tlto Territory.
saw me going out into tne woous,
and didn't he have the Impudence to
.Nathan Jaffa, secretary of New follow me!
Mexico, has presented the New Mex
Bhocklng,
Yes, it was, perfectly
ico National Guard with a silver lov and he found me standing beside the
ing cup to be known as the Mid poison Ivy rubbing my face. I was
KariKe Trophy." and to be contested
big dunce
for by rifle teams from the New almost crying. And he. the away
and
Altxlco National Guard under rules to- Just stood1 about ten feet
laid down by Adjutant General Tark- looked at me. And after awhile he
lngton.
lust said, "Excuse me, I'd better go?
Companies B and O of Albuquer
think so." said I. and he started
que are preparing for the shoot, "I
turn away, but Just then he struck
which it Is understood will be held to
In the near future, proTiably In this liis hands into his pockets and turned
city. Kach company will be repre round again. "I'm not going after
sented by a team of four crack rifle all." he said. "All right then, I shall'
shots, the teams to be selected soon. "But," he said, "you have brushed
Trophy will be con against some poison ivy. "Well
The
tested for annually.
said I. "Well." he said eagerly,
can fix that all right." Of course 1
A tickling cough, from any caus. ahked him how, and then, Mabel, be'by Dr. Shoop'.i
is quickly slopped
I could do anything, or scream
Cough Cure. And H is so thorough lorecry....
he, the Impudent scamp..
ly harmless and safe, that Dr. Shoop or
tells mothers everywhere to give it Mabel, he kissed me!
And then when it
Yes. he did.
even to very
without hesitation
young babes. The wholesome green was all over, he suddenly drew him
a
leaves and tender stems of
self up and turned around, looking
mountainous shrub, furnish perfectly miserable. I Just sank down
the curative properties to Dr. Shoop's and began to cry. And then he ask
Cough Cure. It calms the cough,
If I could forgive him. But then
and heals the sore and sensitive ed
No opium, I was walking away with my head
bronchial membranes.
I say,
Mabe
no chloroform, nothing harsh used high. And Mabel.
Simply a
or suppress.
to Injure
pshaw! I believe the exchange gir
to
helps
extract,
that
resinous plant
has cut me off! I must tell her the
The Spaniards rest. Ah! There's our ring again
heal aching lungs.
call this shrub which the Doctor Hello, Mabel! You see. when 1 walk
Always
uses, "The .Sacred Herb."
off from him In such a rage
demand Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. All ed
really didn't dislike him at all. And
Druggists.
oh oh who is talking now?
Ted, you miserable, naughty boy,
Did you Just call me up? Vou see
Is to love children, and no h
I have been talking to Mabel.
can be completely happy w
You heard what I said Just now?
Oh. Ted Ted. That was Just to Jolly
out them, yet the ordeal thro

A checking account will not only help you to spend
your money economically, but it will also aid you

m

to save money systematically.
When you have a record ot every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pav by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

n
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CITIZEN

TIME TO READ

HAVE

self.
lAnd, do

7. The
.Washington, V. C, Jan.
public
of
the
following
statement
Fe System.
debt, and of the cash in the treasury
of the United States, fur the month
7.
Kn iwnardino. Calif., Jan.
of December. 1K07, has Just been is- Fe
Santa
a
said
steel."
of
:
lAcres
sutd
to
..ratorrinv when asked as
Interest bearing debt. December
nr the structural steel
HAS PRESIDENTIAL BEE 81, 1907, IS98 '.110,050.00; Increase,
i. coming in for the new feanta Fe
28,607,040.00; debt on which inter
mAn hllilftlnZS.
$5,- est has ceased since maturity,
Several large snipmenis ira.o
$647,630.00
580,385.26,
state-omedecrease
(
has
uusei la rxtlcte
oine
received and the wrecking car
To Have Jfctu-- r '11iniglit.s
of tne
Debt bearing no interest $399,760,
been busily engaged most unloadOf
Himself.
Increase J560. 55S.00.
386.38.
weeks
or
three
two
for
time
may
ill In 7 I n VnllettR's I Aggregate oi inieresi anu iiun-uing the steel so that the cars
presldentlal boom reecived an added terest bearing debt, $1,303,550,821.60
toe put back Into service.
been impetus yesterday, w hen a commit-- 1 Increase. $29,167,598.90.
A large plot of ground has
being
of Wisconsin statesmen and ad-- 1
Cash balance in the treasury De
covered with the steel which Isget to ee
erents from a number of states held lumber 31, 1907, exclusive of reserve
stored until the contractors
in- 1269.519.990.96:
fMnri
conference here and laid plans rorin1
It la to be used. ri
tbe point where
the coming national republican con-- 1
during the month. $18,968
Is
The work on the buildings
The second sec- raDldlv.
The name of La Follette was fav 977.15
Memorandum showing the amount
u.n nf the roundhouse, to the west ored by every statesman present, if
being
Is
stalls.
there was a chance lor ma nomina due the United States from Pacific
railroads on account of bonds issued
for the forms to be tion.
nut .Into
. .shape .nri,
In aid of their construction: Central
Vinvinz thus far
erecieu, v"i.
Branch, Union Pacific, principal $1.- Bud Stomach Trouble Cured.
been confined to the foundations.
$2,083,237.92;
Having been sick for the past two 600.000.00;
Interest
vears with a bad stomach trouble. total. $3,683,237.92.
mu'UIV I1 VISION
gave
unarame a aose or
friend
Jv'ote The unpaid balance of the
HAS BEEN OPENED. aberlaln's
Stomach and Liver Tab- M.. Jan. 7. The cts. They did me so much good total Indelitness pf the Central Parriimrrl.now N.opened
from Tucum- - that I bought a bottle of them ana cific and Western Pacific Railroad
rtiviainn la
crews have used twelve bottles In all. To- companies to the I'nited States, unx
eerl to Duran and twenty-siday I am well of a bad stomach der settlement agreement of Februwere put to work here In the shops
Cooper, ary 1, 1899. amounts to $8,821,907.34
.
Monday or 125 men, trouble. Mrs. John Lowe.
WIU .,n.,nHhriiae
These tablets are for sale by and accrued Interest, less transportaMaine.
All Druggists.
tion earnings.
In National Bank depositaries: To
A
the credit of the treasurer of the
COMING EVENTS
To
$245,556,944.45;
United Slates
$11,-36Bit
credit of disbursing officers,
A tUttv of HHttr'i Stomach any
210. 25.
Total in depositaries,
trru will be of great benefit to
January 7 Chas. 13. rtanrord. in $256,920,154.70.
lli ainMtltr Anthony
i.nrtiv
It will sliariM-Cleopatra.
and
the flow of gastric
and promote preventing
January 8 Slayton Jubilee Singers Changes In the officers and reserve
all the dis at Klks' oDera house under the aus agents of National Banks: Texas, the
iuioi.il thus
.National natiK oi coiur
tressing ailments that usually follow pices of the Brotherhood of St. Paul I Strckmen
a weak stomach or disturbed dlges of the f irst10Memouist cnurcn.
ana
January
The Lieutenant
tion.
the Cowboy.
January 14 Grand Masquerade
Hostetters
ball at Colombo hall.
Stomach
January 15 Clarence Kddy, fam
organist, at rresnyienan cnurcn.
Bitters ousJanuary
Murray & Mien in
15
which the expectant mot
of p.roawny.
Runnyslde
mi! been freely
ary 21 For Mother's Sake.
pass
usually is so full of suffer
must
Janu
endorsed by th
jr.
with
23
Tramp Show
January
danger and fear that she looks forw
medical profes
STOMACH sion during in band.
Kebruarv 14 The Burgomaster.
to the critical, hour with apprehen
February 18 Are You Crazy?
51 eMr' expert
i: d i
19
Vendetta.
February
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its pe
ence. Try It
February 24 The Holy City.
once for
allays nausea, nervousness,
properties,
soothing
the trating and
March 10 The Girl and
Stampede.
Sour Risings,
so
prepares the system for
feelings,
and
all unpleasant
Heartburn.
Trial Catarrh treatments are being ordeaj that she passes through
mailed out free, on request, by Dr.
Indigestion,
Shoop. Kacine, Wis. These tesis uie the event safely and with but
proving to the people without a
Dyspepsia,
valu of this little suffering, as numbers have
penny's cost the grt-u- t
prescription
known to testified and said, "it is worth
scientific
druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
i?i.3?iMS5
Biliousness.
Sold by All its weight in gold." $1.00 per
Catarrah ltemedy.
m-j&z&Chills and Colds
Book containing
bottle of druggists.
I
. .l. .,n.
Ir.jVAjtrit'J
it .mi vint mvtMnt on aartfo. rom valuable information mailed free.
' '
iu
ni
a freeican get n mruuin
TIN gist for, ...
of The Evening CHlsen. We get re- - THC BKADfl ID RICLLAT0R CO., Atlanta, Ca.
VViliXWJ

do Its work properly.
O'Rielly Co.

AT

cashier
la, II. Wildenthal, assistant
In place of B. Wildenthal, Jr.
A MO.NOIAHJUE.
The First National Bank of RobBy Hurry M. lllttiicr.
ert Lee: VV. J. Adams, president. In
Hello Good morning. Mabel! This
place of D. B. McCallum; no vice
president in place of VV. J. Adams; F. is Kthel. I do hope you feel better
K. Popplewell, cashier, in place of today?
I'm so glad. But it's such a pity
H. H. Pearce.
picnic.
The Planters and Mechanics Na- you missed theWhy,
yes; let me see,
Oh Ted.
tional iBank of Houston, Texas, was
placed in voluntary liquidation Dec. Ted was alone.
Then you
Don't be silly, Mabel.
7, 190".
haven't heard about It yet?
AVell, Ted's proposed to some girl
VVliy Colds Are Pangc-rous-.
mm
If you would be Immune from di- and, (think of it;) she turned

GOVERNMENT

100.

ALBUQUERQUE

ISSUED

Sn-iTtar-

STATEMENT

THE

IN

THE BANK OF COMMERE

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPIAL AND SURPLUS $200,000. " '
.

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co,

Mld-Kun-

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

-

Lumber. Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Hoofing

First and Marqoette

Albnqoerqtfe, New Mexico
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Mabel.
Ted. Ted. please stop.
I won't answer you. I won't. I'm
putting up the receiver now, so

can't listen.

Well, then. Tonight at S. Why
there's that bell again. Hello!
Just
You were listening
What!
now. too. .M.inei ; nui i aon i care
one bit for anybody now, Mabel.
Well?
About Ted's being turned down
by some girl? Why don't you see
did that yesterday out there in the
woods.

That's

all.

Thank vou ever so much, Mabel
And I think It's Just a dear telephon
don't you?
The reason we do so much ROCGn

nitY work La because we do it right
and at the price you cannot afford to
have It done St home.

W.

SU-S- lt

O.

PATTERSON

and Boarding StableM
Llverv
West BUrer Avenue.
Telephone
ALBCQCKRQCK.

NEW MEXICO.

cBOosooaooaoaooa

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makes the
duties lighter, th cares less
and the worries fewer.
YOU

NEED A TELEPHONE

preserves
The
telephone
your health, prolongs your life
and protects your home.
IN TOUR HOME.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Albuquerque

Foundry and
JT. m.

Machine

Works

HALL,
roftrtmior
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Bpmmlmlty
om Mmm mm mill MaaJWswy
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry east side of railroad track.
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CHICAGO WOMEN HOW FAR SHOULD ENTIRE CITY INTERESTED
III A LIVELY

THE PRESIDENT

DISPUTE

GO?

Management of Francis Wll. By Desiring to Name His Sue
cessor He Has at Least
lard Hospital Cause of
Controversy.
Three Precedents.
Chicago, Jan. 7. Refusal of Mrs.
Harold F. McCormick to allow the
use of her name as a patroness of the
Francis, Wlllard Hospital, based on
objection to carrying the temperance
Idea to the extreme, recognized In
the institution, which caused a stir
In white ribbon and social
circles
last week, continues to be a topics of
marked Interest.
With the disclosure of the position
taken by the daughter of John D.
Rockefeller, It became known that
her action had been responsible for
postponing the concert from Its original date In November to January 28
nd that the promoters experienced
no small embarrassment because of
the incident.
tttirrvtqMmricnoo Marie Public.
While Mrs. Margaret Inglehart.
president of the hospital, was Indignantly denying that Mrs. McCormick
had been asked to act as a patroness
or had declined that honor, the correspondence
that passed between
them became public in some mysterious manner. Its appearance at once
atarted widespread discussion as to
the use of alcohol In the sickroom,
its prohibition b. ' those at the head
of the Wlllard Hospital, and Mrs.
McCormick's fruiik expression of her
view. Many were inclined to ap
plaud her.
iMrse. McCormick said 'bluntly In
hei communication to Mrs. Inglehart
"I am sorry that I am not able to
lei my name be used as a patronesj
for the concert. I do not feel wholly
in sympathy with a hospital which
does not permit (if I am not mistaken) the use of alcoholics under a
doctor's prescription."
Ihttft Not Agree With Her.
Hose L. Hoynton, secretary of the
Wcmen's Iiapitst Home Missionary
Society, said:
"I don't agree with Mrs. McCormick at all."
"I can't say whether I favor Mrs.
McCormick's stand or the hospital's
rules without knowing more thoroughly the reasons which influence
both," said Jane Adams, of Hull
House.
W.
Brubaker, secretary of the
Cook County prohibition committee,
said: "Prohibitionists are generally
of the opinion that alcohol should
never be used under any circumstances, whether prescribed
by a
physician or not. The Presbyterian
Hospital, In New York City, and the
Untile Creek sanatorium do not use
it at all, and they show a larger percentage of curses than hospitals that
do. Alcohol Is never necessary and
Its use at any time Is dangerous to
the patient."

ARTESIA EXPECTS

How far a president should go in
attempting to select his successor Is
a question to be settlea ny circumstances, not by precedent.
Yet In
letting his choice be known, President Roosevelt Is following the example of at least three of his most
distinguished
predecessors Jefferson, Madison and Jackson.
Most chief
executives. for one
reason or another, have not had the
chance to exercise much influence as
to who should follow them. In some
Instances nominations have been dictated by overwhelming public or
party sentiment or by expediency.
Irresective of the wishes of the occupant of the White house. In others the opposition has come Into
power.
When Washington determined not
to stand for reelection the nomination of John Adams was practically
settled by conditions of party expediency. The only other possible federalist candidates were out of the
running. Jay because of the unpopularity of the commercial treaty wi;h
Kngland the signing of which the
Kansas City Commercial club yearly
celebrates Hamilton
for personal
rer. son s.

There were no party nominations
following Monroe's term and J. Q.
Adams, a low man In the electoral
college, was chosen president by the
house of representatives.
Adams
failed of reelection, as did Van
was succeeded by
Harrison
Tyler, who fell out with his party.
Then came Polk, who was followed
by a man of the opposite party, Taylor, whose death left Fillmore in
the president's chair. Fillmore was
defeated for renominatlon and the
election went to Pierce, the candidate of the opposition. Pierce lost
in the next convention to Kuchanan,
whose term expired in the excitement
of the civil war. Grant was followed by Hayes, a compromise candidate, who did not attain great political Influence in the presidency. The
ntxt nomination was fought out between the Hlaiue and Grant forces
and Garfield was the choice of a
compromise.
Arthur,, his successor,
wan not permitted
to run again.
Cleveland and Harrison were each
Hut Harrison failed
renominated.
to get the second term and when
Cleveland went out of office the second time his party
had deserted
htm. He had no influence in the
free silver convention.
It may be conjectured that the
McKlnley Influence would have been
directed toward some candidate in
1H04, had the president lived out his
second term.
Hut with "his "death
his following went to pieces.
Jefferson, Madison and Jackson,
however, as has been said, excited
a strong and effective Influence on
the choice of a successor. Rather curiously Jefferson
disavowed anything of the sort, presumably, too,
with a clear conscience. The leading candidates In 1808 were Madison
and Monroe. To Monroe Jefferson
wrote under date of February 18,
Hu-re-

n.

1808:

"I see with Infinite grief a contest

BIG TRADE

EXCURSION arising between yourself and an
other who have been very dear to
each other and equally also to me.
I sincerely pray that these disposiThe Albuquerque business men's tions
may not be affected between
excursion will visit the Pecos valley you;
with me I confidently trust they
the first week In February coming will not.
For, independently of the
by way of the Belen
says the dictates of public duty which preArtesia News.
scribe neutrality to me, my sincere
cut-of- f,

They are coming to see what we
have In the favored spot and we
must see to It that they are favorably
impressed with the surroundings and
with the Artesia country In particular.
A trade excursion will come from
El Paso In the near future and it Is
time that we were up and doing that
we may be in the best possible shape
to receive them when they arrive.
The News suggests that a meeting
of the Commercial club be called
that the necessary steps for the entertainment of the visitors may be
arranged for. Four weeks Is a short
time and we should have everything
In readiness when they come.

friendship for you both will Insure
its sacred observance.
I suffer no
one to converse with me on the subject.
The object of the
contest Is a fair and honorable one,
equally open to you all; and I have
no doubt the personal conduct of
all will be so chaste as to offer no
ground of dissatisfaction with each
I have ever viewother.
ed Mr. Madison and yourself as two
principal pillars of my happiness.
Were either
to be withdrawn I
would consider it as among
the
greatest calamities
which could assail my future peace of mind."
In spite of this disavowal of his
position In favor of Madison was
well understood.
In 1796 he had
written several letters expressing
the desire that Madison should
to the presidency. Ho had
made him secretary of state and had
identified him with the administration. Monroe he had recalled from
an unsuccessful diplomatic
mission
and Monroe'a
Hay. talked
freely about Jefferson's hostility.
The legislatures of several states
invited Jefferson to be a candidate
for a third term. When he refused
the Virginia legislature led off by
recommending Madison as against
Monroe, by 119 votes to 00. At a
congressional
caucus soon
afterwards Madison was formally nominated. Jefferson's real altitude was
indicated in a letter to Governor
Lewis dated July 17, ISos, in which
he said:
"The presidential question is clearing up daily and the opposition subsiding. It is very possible that the
suffrage of the nation may not ue
fUC-ce-
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The crowning glory of a pretty
costume is a large Uainshorouah hat
of white felt,
with trimmings,
of
shaded purple velvet ribbons and
luge white feathers.
DeWitt's Utile Early Risers are
the best nills known, riold by J. H.
O'RielJy C.

Stop That Cold
To rtierk early rolrti or Grippe with "Preventlc"
t
for Pneumonia. To stop cold
with Prevemiui U sufrr than tu tat it run and be
ohliged to curs it hrwrdi. To beture. pru.
will cure even a dVrpty ttntud rold, but
takn enrly at the uieeza itaga they t rvak, or
head off theM early colrit. Thal'l surely butter.
That's why they are called Prevcntim.
Preveiilli-sarNo Qutn.
Cold (Jur-little
ino, no phytic, nothing
lckaning. Mr,, fur tha
'thildren ami thoroughly tafa too. If you fel
rlilly. if you
if yon ache all oyer, think of
in, .
PruTentir-a- .
Pruiiiptne- - may also save half your
usual lickness. And don't forg- -t )tir child, if
a
(verUhneka, nighlnr clny. Herein probably Una Prevemii-guut.-r- t
filirienry. Koi-- In
6o boxi-afo- r
the porkct. also In
hnx't of 44
(revoum. liuistou your drLtftfisu Kivuig you
tneAuit turu
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Prcventics
"ALL DRUGGISTS'

Gross Kelly & Co.
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(Incorporated)

Cooper's New Theory Attracts Widespread Attention During Stay
in Cincinnati.
An adequate Idea of the lntenso
Interest which has been aroused by
young Mr. Cooper during the past
year with his theories and medicines
In
is given
the following article
in the Cincinnati
which appeared
Post "while Cooper was Introducing
his Ideas to the people of that city.
The article says: "The beginning of
Mr. Cooper's second week In Cincinnati gives every Indication that
he is to enjoy the same aMonlshlng
success here as In other cities.
"From the first day of his visit the
crowds that call to see him have
steadily Increased, until now It has
reached a point where several thousand talk with him each day. The
entire city seems to have become interested In his theory that the human stomach Is degenerate, and he
already has an army of followers In
seem positive that
who
Cincinnati
his claims are correct.
"A number of Cincinnatians were
interviewed at Cooper's headquarters
on Friday, and several interesting
statements,
showing their Intense
faith In Cooper's preparations, were
The following are selectsecured.
ed from these statements and are
characteristic of them all: Mrs. M.
of 630 West Court
E. Emerson,
street, said:
'I have suffered with
stomach trouble and constipation for
a year or so. When I ale I would
have bloated spells, sour stomach,
fermentation, bad taste In my mouth,
lit the morning I was as tired as

when I went to bed. I had a dull
pain In the lower part of my back.
I have taken almost one bottle of
the New Discovery and am so wonderfully Improved that I have come
down here to thank Mr. Cooper In
person and obtain more of the medicine.'
"Another
Individual
Interviewed
was Mr. J. II. Brooks, living at 627
Walnut street, who had the following to say: For the past eighteen
months I have been a constant sufferer from catarrh or the head and
My nasal passage would
stomach.
become inflamed and sre. I would
have severe headaches,
whch afr
fected my, eyes, and great crusts of
matter would drop Into the throat,
causing an Irritation of the bronchial
passages, until the stomach finally
became pol.uuied. When I would lay
down at night a phlegm would gather In my throat until it almost choked me, and would cause un annoying
cough. HaLf a bottle of Cooper's
New Discovery gave me relief and
when the first bottle was finished. I
felt like a new man. I am now completely cured and consider Cooper's
New Discovery the greatest catarrh,
blood and stomach renn ly in the

divided. ISut with this question it
Is my duty not to meddle."
The undivided suffrage clearly
to M'adison.
John T. Moore,
one ot Jefferson's biographers, sums
up the situation In this fashion:
"Jefferson probably told the truth
when he said- that he look no part
There is no
for either competitors.
evidence that he was in any way active In Madison's behalf. On the
other hand, it cannot be denied that
deMadison had long before been
signed by him for the position, that
this was perfectly well understood
of
his
and that the knowledge
wishes was conclusive."
secretary
Monroe, Madison's
of
state In the war of 1812, was the
administration's candidate to succeed Madison. Although he defeated his federalist opponent with little trouble he had dlftlculty In obtaining the nomination.
In the
nominating caucus
only
he had
eleven voles more than Crawford of
Georgia, his rival.
Monroe was not personally popular und the administration was understood to have used Its influence
through the federal officeholders In
his behalf. Without Madison's support he could not have won.
Perhaps the most open exercise of
the presidential influence on behalf
of a candidate was that of Jackson
for Van Iluren, vice president in
Old Hickory's second administration.
As early as lS'JIt when, when the
president's
health was precarious,
one of his friends induced him to
write a letter regarding his choice
of a successor that was to be produced only In the event of Jackson's
death. The letter, addressed under
dale of December 31, 1829, to a
Judge Overton, said:
"Pemit me to say here of Mr. Van
liuren that I have found him everything that I could desire him to be,
and believe him not only deserving
my confidence, but the confidence
of the nation. Instead of his being'
selfish and intriguing, as has been
represented by some of his opponents. I have ever found him frank,
open. candid und manly. As a
counsellor he
able and prudent
republican In his principles and one
of the most pleasant men to do business with I ever saw. He. my dear
friend. Is well qualified to fill the
highest office In the gift of the people, who will In turn find a true
friend and safe depositary of their
rights and liberty."
As time went on It became well
understood that the administration
was actively supporting Van H;ren
and fn great was Jackson's Influence that his desires were conclusive
with the mass of the people.
A curious Incident, however, occurred In the preliminary canvass.
Jackson, so powerful in the nation,
was unable to control his own state.
The Tennessee legislature formally
presented Judge Hugh L. White, a
serator from that state, as a candidate. On the day when this action
was taken a packet of literature attacking White, sent out under the
president's own frank, was delivered
to each member of the legislature.
The Alabama legislature followed
the example of Tennessee. To forestall further action of this sort, the
president suggested the holding of
a nation. il convention to be composed of delegates "fresh from the people." Thus was inaugurated
the
nu. tonal
system
In
convention
Anieikun politics.
The one called
by the democrats in 836 was amenable to Jackson's Influence and Van
Huren was nominated unanimously.
After nil. It was altogether natural that Jefferson, Madison and Jackson should have taken part in finding a man to carry out their policies.
If a president has a forceful personality, and has Impressed his Ideas on
the nation, it is only logical that
the people should be interested In
liis notion of the proper man to follow him and assume his work.
Why should not a president, In
whom the people have confidence.
taKe a hand in picking his succes- -
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Grocers
Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers!
Albuquerque and Las
Vegas,

world." "

The Cooper preparations have been
wonderfully
successful throughout
the United States. We consider them
remarkable medicines and would be
pleased to explain the nature of
them. O'RIelly Drug Ktore. Second
and Central.
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Gross Kelly & Co.

New Mexico Bills :
In Congress jj

(Incorporated)
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II. It. 9131.
Mr. Andrews Introduced the following bill; which was referred to the appropriated, the amount so paid to!
on
Committee
Pu.blic Buildings be deducted from any funds belong-- !
and Grounds and ordered to be ing to the Indian tribe by which the
wrong was committed

printed.

that may be!

bill for the purchase of a site lawfully available for that purpose,
and erection of a federal building
II. II. 7800.
at Las Vegas, New Mexico.
lie it enacted by the senate and Mr. .Andrews introduced the following bill; which was referred to the
house of representatives of the United States of America In congress asCommittee on Claims and ordersembled, That the secretary of the
ed to bs printed.
iA bill for the relief of W. A. Waltreasury be, and he Is hereby, authorized und directed to. expend the sum ker.
of one hundred and twenty-liv- e
lie it enacted by the senate and
thousand dollars toward the selection of house of representatives of the Unia site and the construction of a fed- ted S ales of America In congress aseral building to be erected In the sembled, that the postmaster general
town of Las Vegas, .Sau Miguel coun- of the Untt-.States is hereby auty, territory of New Mexico; the to- thorized and directe, dto credit
the
tal cost of site and construction of account of W. A. Walker, late postbuilding not to exceed the sum of master at Albuquerque, New Mexone hundred and twenty-fiv- e
thou- ico, with the sum of one hundred
A

and

sand dollars.

II. It. 7808.
Mr. Andrews introduced the following bill; which was referred to the
Committee on the Territories and
ordered to bo printed.
A bill granting the town of Gallup, McKlnley county, territory of
New Mexico, one hundred and sixty

acres of land.
Be it enacted by the senate and
house of representatives of the United States of America In congress assembled, That the probute clerk of
MeKinley county, territory of New
Mexico be, and is hereby, authorized
to enter In trust for the occupants
and inhabitants of the town of Gallup, for townslte purposes, the northeast quarter of section sixteen, town.
Bhip fifteen north, of range eighteen
west of the New Mexico principal
meridian, containing
one hundred
and sixty acres, subject to the prohull- visions of sections twenty-thre- e
twenty-thre- e
red and eighty-sevehundred and eighty-eigh- t,
and twenty-three
of
hundred and eighty-nin- e
chapter eight of the revised statutes
of the United States, relating to town
sites.
Sec. 2. That upon tbe passage of
this act the territory of New Mexico, through Its proper officer, shall
be. and is hereby, authorized to select a Indemnity for said land and
In full satisfaction
thereof, and for
tire purpose stated in section nlV'teen
hundred und forty-si- x
of the revised
statutes, one quarter section of one
hundred and sixty acres of public
lands, at any office In said territory,
said selection to be made according
to legal subdivisions, and contiguous.
n,

ii. it. ;nui.

Mr. Andrews Introduced the following bill; which was referred to the
Committee on Claims and ordered to be printed.
A bill to confer Jurisdiction on
the court of claims In the case of
Manuelita iiwope.
He It enacted by the senate and
house of representatives of the United States of America In congress
be, and
That jurisdiction
the samo is hereby, conferred on the
court of claims in the case of Manuelita Swope, formerly tried in thai
court, and reported in thirty-thir- d
court of claims reports, page two
to award
hundred and twenty-thresaid Manuelita Swope, or her children In the event of her death, on
the facts already found by the court
e,

When the Stomach, Heart, or Kidney nerves get weak, then these organs always fail.
Don't drug the
stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or
Kidneys. That is simply a makeshift.
Get a prescription known to druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
The Restorative Is prepared expressly for these weak Inside nerves. Strengthen the.se nerves,
build them up with Dr. Shoop's
tablets or liquid and see
how quickly help will come.
Free
sample test sent on request by Dr.
.Shoop, leucine, Wis. Your health Is
surely worth this simple test. All
Dealers.

Wholesale

of that case, just and reasonable
compensation as damages for the
personal Injuries and wrongs suffered by her at the hands of the Indians, Including damages for the s
of her husband killed by the Indians
before her eyes, and to enter Judgment In her favor for the amount
so awarded; that the secretary of
the treasury be, and he Is hereby, directed to pay the same out of any
funds in the treasury not otherwise
lo-s-

dollars and eighty-si- x
cents, on account of moneys received from the sale of money orders; and the further sum of one
thousand four hundred and five dolcents, on aclars and seventy-nin- e
count of stamps; the above amount
having been Htolen from the safe
and vaults In the postoftlce at Albuquerque, New MJexloo, on the night
eighteen
of January twenty-fourthundred and ninety.
sixty-eig-

ht

h,

II. It. 7803.
Mr. 'Andrews Introduced
ing bill; which
Committee on
and ordered to
A bill granting

the followwas referred to the
the Public Lands
be printed.
land to Anns. John-co-

n.

I
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Librarv
Tables ,

A handsome weathered oak
Library Table will do much
to make the library look better. We have them in all sizes
We also carry a good variety
in Golden Oak. Prices from
$5 to $40.

ALBERT FABER
308-31- 0

WEST CENTRAL AVE.

lie it enacted by the senate and
house of representatives of the United States of America In congress assembled. That there be, and Is hereby, granted unto Mrs. Anna Johnson,
oomocmo3oomcmcmcmcmom
of Chaves county. New Mexico, her
assigns,
heirs and
forever, all that
portion of the public domain of the
Wnlted States situate, lying, and beWEST GOLD AVENUE
ing In said county of Chaves and territory of New Mexico, described as
Large, Well-LightRoom; Prompt, Courteous Service; Music
folio vs,
The southwest quarwhile you eat; patronized by the Best People; Number i Meals
In townter of section, twenty-ninship thirteen south, of range twenty-least, of the New Mexico prinive
BREAKFAST. 2Sc.f DINNER AND SURPKR, 35c.
cipal meridian, containing one hunBpeclat Rati by thm oek or Month.
dred and sixty acres, and said Anna
Johnson being a native-bor- n
citizen
Brmrnktmrnt
to 0
of the United States and the wife of
Mrs. M. F. Myers, Proprietress
Dlnnar 131 to X
Gin Sing, alias Jim Johnson, a native
muppmr Oi90 to 7i30
of China, who was erroneously allowed to declare his intention to become a citizen of the United States
before the clerk of the district court
of Iallas county, Texas, on the
"OLD RELIABLE."
ESTABLISHED 171.
fourth day of December, eighteen
hundred and four, erroneously perto make homestead entry
mitted
numbered forty-eighundred and
forty-tw- o
In the United .States land
ofllce at Roswell, New Mexico, for
d
land, and who
the
afterwards, to wit, on the twenty-thir- d
day of October, nineteen hunFLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
dred and six, made and tendered in
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
said land office his commutation
requisite
proof showing
the Southwest.
residence
and th expenditure of about one
thousand
four hundred dollars In
on said land, which
Improvements
AND
roof was rejected by the register
and receiver of said land office and
RAILROAD AVENUE,
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
also by the commissioner of the general land ofllce, and said entry held
for cancellation on the ground that
said entryman Is and was a native
The flneHt Coffee Substitute ever
of China, and therefore Incapable of
Tiioitvrox, tiu: clkaxkk.
acquiring title to land under the made, has recently been produced by
Located
at 121 North Third street.
public-lan- d
laws of the United States. Dr. fihoop of Racine,
You The only real
Wis.
cleaning plant In
don't have to boll It twenty or thir- llu southwest. s'oam
We are now better
ty minutes.
It Ikm the IluslnesH.
"Made In a minute,"
says the doctor. "Health Coffee" la prepared than evr before to clean
Mr. K. K. Chamberlain, of Clinton, Maine, says of Bucklen's Arnica really the closest Coffee
Imitation anything that is dutiable. In chian-- ;
Salve.
"It does the business; I have ever yet produced. Not a grain of Ing, pressing and repairing clothes,
used It for piles and It cured them. real Coffee In It either. Health Cof- we take the front seat. All w ask
Used It for chapped hands and it fee Imitation
Is made from pure Is
All work guaranteed. Sec-- !
Applied it to an old toasied cereals or grains, with malt, onda trial.
cured them.
re and it healed It without leavnuts. etc. Realty it would fool an i;oodahand clothing bought and sold,
called for and delivered an
ing a scar behind." 25c at All Deal- - expert were he to unknowingly
drink It for Coffee. C. N. Brigham. short notice. I'hotie 460.
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EVENING

$3.00

Otto yenr by mall In nlvnncf

One momh bj mail
One moiiili by carrier within city limit

There are about as many conceptions a to what constitutes a "good
time" as there are Individuals, but there Is one place In New Mexico, not
very fsr from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100 people find what they
are looking for.
That place Is the Valley Ranch, at Pecos, New Mexico.
Fresh country produce In abundance, horses to ride or drive, dogs,
guns, traps, tackle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and fishing In
Yon can live in a house, a cabin or a tent, and rome and
the territory.
go ns you please.
You'll find plenty of company there, agreeable and refined. If you are
Conditions Ideal for resociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladies.
cuperating, reading, hunting or lonflng.
You CAN'T SPEND MOKE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK ANY
Inquire at The Citizen Office for further particulars,
Ranch.

or address

F. H. S TRONG

NITUR E

The"

STRONG BLOCK

Valley

IW

00

matter at tlio I'ostoffloe of Albuquerque, N. M.,
Entered as Mvoml-cliiVitder Art of CmigrcM of March 3, 1879.
Tim only Illustrated dally newspaper In Now Mexico ami the best
vertising medium of tlio Southwewt.
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News Service.

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

nfuimanitij to litan

Testerday The Citizen editorially referred to New York City Wither in
spirit of humor than aught else, as uncivilized.
But there was more truth in the statement than most people realize.
During the New York festivities a little scene took place on one of Gotham's
most traveled thoroughfares, which leaves a deep dark blot on tin- - civilization of that community and fills the average person's heart with sorrow,
that man could be so inhuman to man.
Any one who la familiar with the street life of a great city, however,
There Is nothing more barbarneeds no explanation of how it happened.
ous, more uncivilized and more merciless than the street of a bite city.
The liitle acts of thought, of kindness, charity and love that now and
then appear as mile stones in the life of a city's street, are as mere grains of
sand to the. desert of shame, crime and brutality that mark thu life of the
city street.
iFrom a New York paper, the Citizen republishes a little story which
would', be labeled by the editor of most any large paper a.- "Just a neat bit
of human Interest," but which In reality is a bit of tragedy that excels anything m the melodrama stage.
The story tells its own version of life on a city's street it preaches its
wn little sermon
and It depicts a phase of human inhumunity that we of
the lesser cities and towns cannot readily understand.
(This is the story:
street found
"New Year's throngs surging through East Twenty-thir- d
an object of sport and Jest in a man lying sprawled on the sidewalk In front
of the Galilee Mission, at No. 344. Men paused In their merrymaking to
Btoop and yell In his ears. Women blew horns at him and tickled his nose
with" feathers. Boys and girls, made bold by the rolic of the night, pulled
shoes.
the ends of his mustache and kicked the soles of his worn-oiNobody seemed to observe that the man on the sidewalk made no move
toward resenting the acts of his tormentors. Neither horns nor kicks nor
the! laying on of hands roused him.
had gone on for nearly two hours a policeman
After this
Tnado his way through the throng. He poised himself and leveled a kick at
one of the man's soles. According to police experience, such a kick should
have Ktlrred the most bibulous person ever born. But the man In front of
tha Galilee Mission did not move. The policeman looked around at the
crowd, sheepishly.
eo'wan!" he shouted: "stand back!"
When the crowd made a pretense of scattering, the policeman bent
over the train's lips. He held his 'ear close to them for a second and then
i
'
too up straight.
' c i
,
The' poor bloke's dead," he announced.
'
The "bloke" was Identified through papers found in his pockets as Edstreet. He was "a
ward, Fellows, of No. 323 East Twenty-thir- d
man" of the British army and a pensioner.
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ALL STOVES AND RANGES

rapidly ns tlie Oyster. Its Imhltnt Is
coolness and
the ocean. It requli-absolute freedom from exposure to
the air In order to retain its delicate
flavor and Im wholesomeness. f HAL-S- I
II lT OYSTERS arc brought direct to us from the choice led of
are shucked Into
America. Tln-porcelain cases, sealed and packed In
Ice, which never comes In contact
with tho oysters. Hie irso of the
Is the secret of
Sculihipt nrrier
their suiterlority.

"ve get the m:vs first."
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We Meet All Competition!

ncwner

of Hie Southwest.
The a4lv(K,ate of Republican principles and tlio "Square Deal."

THE AIJUQIKHQI F CITIZEN HAS:
The finest rxjnipncxl job lcmrtmcnt

iu8.

HEsDAY. JIM'AKY

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

WAY YOU FI'.C IT.

ItATES

CITIZEN

Stove Pipe, 9c Joint
Stove Pipe Elbows, 8c Joint
SEE OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING
6-in-

6-in-

iMaudn Earle, as the waitress, could
nor have been excelled. It was plain
to see that she had built up the char-

"COLLEGE WIDOW"

i
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ch

Mcintosh
Hardware
Company

i

acter greatly from what Its lines indicated and she added another very
pleasing feature to the show. Allan
Brooks as the freshman war, another
4iiKCt Audience of Seu.ttm Plcasc.1 who did well with a minor part.
Consult a Reliable
Dentist
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
ANNUAL STATEMENT OF
But the players were all good
With Work of Whole CaMo of
they were all full of snap nnd life.
(Genuine Artist
A Show WithIt was one of the most evenly balan
out Kcul I'lot, That
Full Set of Teeth
New York Money Market.
ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL
ced theatrical companies ever seen
to All.
Gold Filling
$1.50
7.
'New
Money
on
York,
call
Jan.
In Albuquerque. Those in the leading
5 Mi 5i 6 per cent.
Gold Crowns
well
exceptionally
do
tu
roles
had
Colloge
was
bill
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The
rainless Extracting
they would nave Deen ouisnown Cored for 001 Patients During Year,
at the Elks' theatre last night. A or
St. IiiIh Wool Market.
support.
by
their
1
No
Had
Them
of
'2
every
all
filled
rowd that
seat and
St. Louis, Jan. 7. Wool steady;
theater going public has voted
Money.
the standing room the management theTheCollege
unchanged.
ALL WOItK ABSOLUTELY
UUAK
Widow
winner, and It
wtuld sell saw the show ana enjoyed
ANTEED.
will quite likely. go down as the best
t.
6l4
St. Joseph's hospital cared for
New York Metal Market.
patients in the year ending Dec. 31,
George Ade's sprightly little eom- - attraction of the season here.
New York, Jan. 7. Lead
quiet,
1
2
were
Of that number
dy, so bereft of real character yet
1907.
$3.65 fii 3.75; lake copper quiet 13 4
their
so bubbling over with action, mirth
13 T; silver 58c.
charity patients, 399 paying for
care in the hospital. But the charity
and spirit as to prove irresfstible, was
hospital
New York Stocks.
6,425
numbered
patients
undoubtely one of me greatest hits
69
days and the patients who paid num Atchison
f the season In Albuquerque. The
85
Preferred
players last evening received enough
bered 7,120 hospital days.
92
DRS. OOPP and PETTIT.
According to the annual report the New York Central
applause to satisfy the most vain and
111
Is In charge of the Pennsylvania
Institution,
which
curtain calls were numerous.
ROOM
12, N. T. AAMIJO BLDG,
73
The first regular meeting of t the Slstera of Charity, Is run at an actual Southern Pacific
As to the little comedy itself there
Modern
of
119
Camp
Pacific
the
Union
Social
the
year
Palmer
of
because
$5,000
a
loss of
Is "'nothing whatever to it," in the
80
Preferred .. . . . . a. . .;
Woodmen of Atnenlca was held las. the long time they remain In the hos
vernacular of the show business.
ori Mens" hall.
49
I
The
evening
In
ted
DR. C. H. CONNER
pital
and the small appropriations Amalgamated Copper '
There is no real plot. The scenes
organization for the made the hospital for charltubla use.
TMIC PMYBICIAN AND
OB
TMOPA
are so arranged that they form a der is a social
Chicago Iroiltice Market.
The meetThe expense of maintenance of the
ccmplete comedy though each in fact benefit of Us members.
BUROmOM
July
May 106j)
Wheat
Twenty-thre- e
monthly.
will
ings
.be
held
while
month
$2,600
a
Is
Institution
is a little skit unto Itself.
May 6 1 Mi if ! July 60
Corn
'Curable
present
All
last
were
members"
Oseases Trmmtmd.
the
appropriation
from
Us
annual
The college life portrayed, , is night
No Chmrmm for Contuttmtion.
and held an .
territory for the care of charity pa
overdrawn very muoh overdrawn
CU
July
May
oats
rrweMtig-Committees tients Is only $2,600. The city makes
Just as Ade is accustomed to over Woodmen's
N. T. Armljo Building
ofPork Jan. $13.10; May $13.72.
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Council Will Protest Against Will Make Opposition
Extend City Limits ToCounty Collecting $3 Road
ward Ktver.
Tax in City.

to

l'.i Milciit of (i)d Albuquerque seen
In onler t" further curb the liquor
truffle uml bring within the Jurlsdlc-'- . by The Citisen this muming denied
that there was any movement on foot
io.i ut the couiicllmi'ii the suburbs to incoiMH a
the town as was re-- l
In which there are a
number
of
tl d at th- - meeting o( the city
mail saloons, Alderman Harrison at council last niuht. It had been
that a petition was being cirthe meeting of the city council yesculated In old Albuquerque a.xkhig
terday evening asked that the cor- the county commissioners
to call an
porate limits of the city be extended eiictlon in
town to vote on Into Include the towns at present Just corporation. that
the city limits.
"There Is no petition being clrou-late- d
Alderman Harrimm wants the city
I know of," said i'robale
limits to Include the American Lum- Judge that
ltomero, a resident of
Jesus
ber company's mills on the north, Old Albuquerque, this morning. "I
the University of Xew Mexico on the car. say, however, that the people of
eal. Iturelaa on the south and Old Old Albuquerque are opposed to the
Albuquerque on the west.
by Alderman Harmovement
The mutter wa. referred to City rison In thestarted
council
last night to InAttorney Hiekey. who was asked to clude ild Albuquerque
corbring it before the council at Its next porate limits cf the city. in the
regular meeting, when the aldermen
of no movement
"But I know
will debate on whether or not to call started to Incorporate the town." the
an election for early spring to vote Judge concluded.
on the proposed extension of the city
It was reported movements were
limits.
on foot in both (lid Albuquerque and
"I understand there is a move- Barelas to Incorporate, so the two
ment on foot in did Albuquerque and ti wns could remain separate
from
Harelns to incorporate those towns," Albuquerque and have their own say
said Alderman Neusuudt atter Har- or the question of saloon licenses.
rison had broached the subject of extending the city limits. The aldermen were unanimous In asking that REPORT Of SOCIETY
the matter be brought before them
at the next meeting for further discussion.
Of IKE FRIENDLESS
Twenty-fiv- e
of the new high priced
saloon licenses have been Issued by
City Clerk Harry Lee, and when he
reported the matter to the council, Took Care of Twenty IMxeliurgotl
4iMt Yeir
Com let
Will
Alderman Xeustadt wanted to know
Build Home Olliec.
whether the council was going to
puna on the licenses
Jt was emIn the four yearn of Its
powered to do by the new ordinance.
in the territory the New Mexico
"Since we have started to elevate
the saloon business 1 think we had Society for the Friendless has assist
better pass on all the 'applicants; I ed an average of twenty discharged
believe some are not fit to have a li- prisoners a year, secured employof these and
ment for
cense," said Neustadt.
Mayor McKee suggested that a loaned $145.80 to others
The total expenditures for the four
committee be named to hear objec- years
have been $600, the cost of adtions to the granting of licenses to
$382.30. At the last legany of the applicants,
it met with ministration
the approval of the council and the islature the society secured an apmayor named Alderman Neustadt, propriation of $1,000 a year for two
Hanley and Harrison a committee years commencing Dec. 1, 1907, to
transport discharged prisoners from
to hear the objections.
Alderman Harrison said the city Santa. Fe.
The society secured the passage of
ordinance prohibiting the scattering
an indeterminate sentence and paof nale bills and samples of merchandise, etc., over the city was being role law in the house, but failed in
violated and asked that the violators the council. The society is now negotiating for the purchase of a fifty
be prosecuted.
The alderman told of a little girl foot front lot one half a block from
who found a sample of a patent the capitol In Santa Fe for a site for
medicine lying in the yard and pick- a home and office.
The society is in need of an office,
ed It up and ate it. She became violently 111 und her parents thought aha office fixtures and more funds to carwas poisoned. A physician
was ry on Its work.
summoned and she. Soon recovered.
The Are committee recommended
that fire hydfants be placed at the HANFORD HAS SIX GIRLS
ccrners of First street and Coal avenue, First street and Tljeras avenue,
FROM ONE SCHOOL
First street and Marquette avenue.
Second street and Wlate avenue. The
council approdved, and the hydrants
Saw Them Dunce as Children and
will be placed at the corners.
It GlvliiB TliHr First Trip
Alderman Learnard, chairman of.
On Uie Jtotul.
the fountain committee, recommend- '
ed Broadway and East Central ave- Those who go to the Klks' opera
nue as a suitable site for the Hermann Lee Knslgii drinking fountain hou.se tonight to see "Antony and
by
the Chas. Hanford
for horses and dogs, the gift of the Cleopatra"
National Humane Alliance, and the company will see six young ladies
were
who
school girls together,
council decided to place the fountain
is a case probably without a
I which
there.
Tr Walter CI ttnna n ,1 .1 iuATtt parallel as far as traveling theatriof the Highlands agreed to furnish a cal companies are concerned.
Several years ago Mr. Hanford was
lamp for ti.e fountain If the council
sketches
would put It at the Intersection of playing short .Shakespearian
Broadway and East Central avenue. at a Cleveland opera house at which
being
given
was
a
musical
sketch by
Under the new road law. which
from a local academy. In
went Into effect January 1st, the Juveniles
county commissioners are collecting the company was a bevy of Cleve13 or demanding three days work land Central school girls. They were
on the roads from all citizens of the natural dancers and had good voices.
county and city. City Attorney Hiek- He remembered that and last spring
ey was asked to give his opinion at 'when he desired some fresh talent
his "Antony and Cleopatra" comthe next meeting of the council as for
pany he sent to Cleveland. Six young
v, ucwier 1110
iv,
could ladles were found in a dancing acadcollect this sum from city residents.
emy there who tilled the requireCan't look well, eat well or feel ments. They were Miss Lena Davidwell with Impure blood feeding your. son, Miss Elizabeth Davidson, sisters;
body.
Keep the blood pure with Miss Mildred Lettue, MLss Kathryn
and
Burdock Blood Bitters. Kat simply, Stevens, Mis Clyora Stprague,
take exercise, keep clean and you Miss Margaret Walruff. The six gir,
from the one academv loliied me
will
long life.
company at Washington
and with
several other girls in the company
are on their first professional tour.
-

FRENCH
BAKERY
212 E.Central.Phone597
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Dinner
Tomorrow at the

Columbus
Motel
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Board and Room

$16.00

Per Month, and Up
or bv the Week. Dav
or Meal.

two-thir-

MRS.M.E.NORRIS
110 East

Col Avenue

Groceries at Cot Prices
High

quality

M.

coffee

&

J.

SS

cent

25c

Beet quality tens, per pound ';.50c
7 bars Swift's Pride soap
25c
1 gallon Imperial syrup ....... .45c
60c
10 pound pall of Jelly
Large cans Las Cruces and other
high grade tomatoes, 2 cans
85 c
for
tfi cent can- baking powder ....20c
Uood prunes, ! pounds for ....25c
25c
3 packages 12 ounce figs
And a big store full of other
bargains.

CASH BUYERS' UNION
-

122 North

40004

CRYSTALTHEATRE
W.

11. OreiulorfT,

MKr.","l30 West Gold

BIG MOVING PICTURE SHOW
lOm-- A
OMISSION-- 1 Oo

ladles' souvenir matinees Tuesdays
and Fridays; Children's toy matinee
every Saturday; complete change of
program Thursday;
grand amateur
carnival Friday night.
A few choice front seats, 20c; no
raise in price. - ;
V '
Why Suffer from

Do you know

ItJ'nmati.in?

that rheumatic pains
can be relieved? If you doubt this
Junt try one application of Chamber
Iain's Pain 11a lm. It may not give
you relief from pain but will make
rest and sleep possible, and that
certainly means a great deal t. any
one afflicted with rheumatism.
For
sale by All Druggists.
Cash for (runny
sacks, all sixes;
Wagon will cull for them. I'hone 16,
South Fir- - St.
E. W. Fee. 602-60- 4
lA
nenlfifi for naln Dr. Thorn'
Bclectrlc OH, strongest, cheapest Uni- ment evei devised. A "lousehold rem- edy In America ftfr 25 yearn.

!

We will prepay
all charges to
out-of-tow-

n

buyers.

mi

MAIL ORDERS
SOLICITED

Everything sent

out
PREPAID

These sales have been popular for over ten years,
because they are bona-- f ide and our claims are fulfilled
in every way. At this time we are particularly in need
of money, as we are carrying an extremely heavy stock.
Being confident of our future prosperity, we have ordered the heaviest Spring stock we have ever bought,
and there exists now an absolute necessity of closing
out all winter goods regardless of cost or value.

e

GOOD S1GH7

GUARANTEE TO DO IT.

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

All Men's and Boys'
Sweaters at

HALF PRICE
GREEN TAG SPECIAL

500 Men's and Boys'
Caps, worth 60c, 75c.
and $1.00, at

We have on hand about 200 Hart,
Schaffner & Marx Suits and Overcoats
worth $24, 25, 26 50 and 28. They
go without reserve at

$17.50

114

452.

VHEN UP TOVN, STOP AT

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
Largest and Oldest Place in the

Gty.

Finest Domestic and Imported

LIQUORS AND CIGARS

15c.

200 Sincerity Suits and Overcoats,
which have
18, 20 and
been-$16.50-

22.

Earl & Wilson 25
cent Collars at

,

They are green tagged

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

200 dozen men's plain
and fancy Hose, worth
25 cents, at

per Suit
or Overcoat

12c.

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

$1.50 Underwear 95c
2.50 Underwear $1.90
4.50 Underwear 3.40
per suit

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

$1.25 Monarch Shirts

90c
$2.00 Cluett Shirts

$1.40

NOT

Uarr and F. Ffeiffer. of the
detective department of the Santa Fe
railway, who were charged by Richard Nidd, of otiowa. Can., and Oscar I.ehmer, of Jtrutus, Mich., with
having extorted
$7
from them by
threats of arrest and imprisonment,
were dismissed yewterday evening by
Justice of the I'eace McClellan.
Nidd and Lehmer were unable to
produce witnesses to uphold their
statements and both Barr and Pfeif- xer disclaimed any knowledge of the
Nidd and Lehmer detransaction.
clared they had been locked in a box
car over night and released after the
payment of $7 to the officers.
A Hiirlier Health
"I have reached a higher health
level since I began using Dr. King's
New Life Pills." writes Jacob Spring- -'
Thf.w
. . . . , VAirie .
(r if- West
-PrnnVlin
- - j
keep my stomach, liver and bowels
working Just right."
If these pills
disappoint you on trial, money will
be refunded at All Dealers.
25c.
We have an exceptionally nice line
of house hJIdb. r for men, women
and cltHdren .14f)l we fell ut, particularly lw prices. They lptk neat fit
perfectly 'as.il Jfv wfqV $j
jo.
C. May's Shoe Store, Sl "West
avenue.

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

50 dozen choice 75c.
Four-in-Han-

pSuit

$9

35c.

or Overcoat

200 Boys' School Suits, worth $4.50,

5 and 6 ; they are green tagged

$3.90

Ties at

d

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

Hanan and Douglas

per Suit

150iYoung Men's Suits, worth $10,

fine Shoes; 2 pairs fancy
Hose free with each pair
of Shoes.

12 and 14; they are green tagged

$8.75

per Suit

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

10 doz.Unlaundered

White Shirts at

250 pairs Men's Trousers, worth
$2.50 and 3 ; they are green tagged

GREEN TAG SPECIAL
50 dozen Suspenders,
worth 50 cents, at

25c.

$1.90.p

PROVE CHARGES

Court Dixeiuirgett Itullronil Infective
Suld to Have Held Trumps
I'p for Seven IHriJurs.

200 Odd Suits and Overcoats, formerly $12.50, 13.50 and 15; they are
green tagged

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

25 per cent, off on all
our

FLANNEL SHIRTS

250 pairs Men's Trousers, worth
$4.50,5 and 5.50; they are green tagged
p.

$3.90.

500 Boys' Knee Pants, worth 75 cents
to $1.25; they are green
tagged :
: OU Cents

Family Trade Solicited.

Telephone 1036, and
Goods will be Delivered at once

THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
All New Tablet, and Firri CUu Treatment

GIANNINI, Props.

109 South First Street

.

fit

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

20 per cent off
on all Trunks and
Suit-Cas- es

Plenty of bargains in other Furnishing Onnrls alert in nm I41
Shoe Departments. A look at our window& and a visit to our store will
convince you promptly that it will pay you to trade here during this Sale.
-

U-vc- l.

CRAD1

J

I
!

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

or Overcoat

$13.75

35c.

25c.

MEN IN CAR COULD

K. J.

Central,
C.H. Carnes, Oph. D. Vest
PHONE
0OCOOO0000O0O C0CC000000000

&

m

LOOK AT THESE RIDICULOUSLY
LOW PRICES

-

Is a Priceless Possession, and
you should not allow youreyes
to be treated except bya competent optician or occulist. I
will tell you free just what
1 can do for your eyes, and
EXAMINATION FREE

Special Notice
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of strength by primaries throughout
who
Ohio.
It was the veteran
grinned and the novice who whistled.
The former recalled the
"Fabian" applied to Fora-

t GOOD

TIE

soh-riiiu- et

ker, and prophesied
senator would run
challenge when the
came. And that

OHIO

done.

that the xenlor
away from his
time of trial
is what he has

FIGHT
Foraker Failed to Carry His
Cleverly Laid Plans Into
Execution.
In Ohio the
ft ninr senator Is known its the "Faas "Fire
bian Foraker," ns well
A'atm Joe." He won the littler
when he
t In his parly days,
wa.H 'first
makinif his way hi poll-ticAfter he arrived, sn It has
HwhiiiRton. .I.m.

7.

s.

been charRed. his motto became:
"He who fights and runs away will
l;ve to flphi another day." Xo he
fouKht John Sherman, Willlnni
and Senator Hanna, ran
awny ea.cn time and continued to

Ii iwper.
Hut Ohio

politician say his clever
footwork will not avail him to escape
the rushes of his present antagonist,
William Howard Taft. There is the
of evidence that the Ohio senators had no Intention of making
serious fight for nupiemacy In the
h!o republican
state convention
that
is to select and Instruct four
le!'Kates-at-large
to the Chicago
convention. It Is conceded frankly
frtm sources Inside the senatorial
faction that this faction Is a present
minority of the party In Ohio and
that there has been no expectation
of turning It Into a majority, either
In the state convention or In the
district delegation.
To Try for a Split.
The hope of Foraker and Dick has
been, and still Is, to capture enough
district delegates for a boast to the
world that they have split the Ohio
delegation.
delegates
Two district
would be enough to do this. four
would be better, six would be a
triumph for their strategy, which la
based on a tradition that candidates
for the presidential nomination have
no chance unless support from their
home state Is solid. McKlnley and
Hanna, threatened w'th such a split,
Trt Men Were Awake.
compromised with Foraker at a
Hut
professional politicians
the
Slate convention held In Zanesville, were "hoist with their own petard."
In 1 S 5. In which Foraker was al- The Taft leaders took advantage of
lowed to name the state ticket, the the gaps in the s.ate primary raw-tMate committee and promised the
provide for a real test of strength
enate seat which he now holds. in the call issued by the state cenJohn Sherman did not treat with tral committee.
Of course, under
Foraker and the latter worked hard the primary law the local county
to ruin Sherman's presidential can- comluees are the Judges of how a
didacy. .
local primary la to be conducted, or
Afier McKlnley and Hanna treat- whether it is to be conducted at all.
ed with Foraker and carried out Each of these local committees must
their part of the bargain, the Fa- repeat the requirements of the state
bian one engineered the bolt of Rob- central committee in a separate call
ert K. McJCLaaon against the candi- of its own to make the local primary
dacy of Hinna for the senate. This legal. On the other hand, the state
combination of Foraker republicans central committee has the sole au"with democratic members of the leg- - thority to fix the method of selectUlature all but succeeded. At the ing state convention delegate. Any
end. however, Foraker found discre- local county committee can say that
tion the better part of valor, refused the state central committee has no
his countenance to McKisson and his authority to prescribe primary rules,
personal lieutenant, Charles Kurtz, but the state convention can refuse
left his fighters in the lurch and to seat any delegation not selected
a convention fire escape. under the call.
eill
He was consequently able to enter
It is certain that there will be a
a technical plea of "not guilty." but delegation selected
under the call
what the friends of Hanna and Mc- present at the state convention
from
Klnley called "Foraker'a treachery every county In Ohio.
Of course,
was the basis for a factional feud the senators can hold bolting
counamong Ohio republicans that contin- ty conventions, or even a bolting
ued to Hanna' death.
state convention, but it is not easy
No lumprotiile. I Tom Taft.
to discover any legal excuse, either
(Secretary Taft was a member of under the statutes or party law.
to
the
faction, and Justify such action. The procedure
the late president sent him to the oi tne rati leaders has been beautiPhilippines. Taft had been a Sher- fully regular.
man man before that. Apparently
Hie JPrlmary Cull.
he did not like what he had seen
Now, as to the terms of this prl- mary call which Foraker
of compromises with Foraker.
challenges
At any rate he let his can- so bitterly! It provides, first, that
didacy proceed without an offer of any ten republican
electors
can
tribute to conciliate
the stormy nominate a delegate for the state
petrel of Ohio politics. Foraker convention by petition. Any repube
utarted his
tactics to re- lican who hus ten friends can have
mind Taft that he had forgotten his name printed on the ticket, but
it also provides that where twenty
something. Taft Ignored him.
number of delegates au- After his bluff, however, Fora- times the rrom
any county want to
inorizea
ker had to try to make good. The put
up
a state ticket In behalf of
renuk U that the senior Ohio sena- any
republican
presidential
canditor has lost his state and put him- date, tbey
can do this hv netiiion.
self outside the pale of his party at and
the ticket shall go on the bal
ihotne. Having outlawed himself In
advertently. Foraker,, furious, Is de- lot neaaed by the name of the pres.
uentiai
candidate,
provided
his
termined to play the blind Samson, written
consent Is filed with the peand pull down the pillars that shall
The latter requirement Is an
bring down the house roof, burying tition.
obvious precaution
against
fake
the TaXt boom In the ruins.
ncseis aesignea to split a candi
"Tfie Valley of Dry ione."
strength.
date's
years
beIn recent
Foraker has
The promptitude with which For- come more and more a resident of
Washington, and devoted lens and uaer picked flaws In the primary
imii ouopiea was simply accepted
lews time and attention to Ohio. Hl
old lieutenants coming here to' con- by the Taft people as final and con
clusive evidence
that he wanted
to
impossible
fer with him found it
tO dO with the atata onnuon- set hi ear or even to see him, in nothing
tlon
contest
was
only looking
many cases. It waa an uphill fight. for an excuse, and
to avoid it. Of couse,
t best, for the Foraker faction to this Ohio primary
will
lnflu
eneA Ihw
keep Its formation during its years selection of only
four national dele- of disfavor under the McKinley ad- saies, me tour
chosen at large. For- ministration, and the Indifference' of
u
are to be selected
the leader completed a real demor- from theaeiegates
congressional districts, and
alization,
won
meir selection the state cenAn Ohio politician who was prescommittee has nothing to do
ent Ht the meeting of the Ohio tral
The
national
republican committee
league of republican clubs commit- aireauy nas
prescribed the method
tee which Indorsed Foraker for the of choosing these
presidency, described Xhe gathering may be by a districtdelegates, which
primary or by
in the words of Kzeklel, the proph- district convention.
Where the Taft
et: "Lo! I stood In the valley of peopie in unio control
the distrlc
dry bones."
M
v MiKressionat
committees the call
There has' long been dissatisfacalready
Issued
for
the
district
dele
tion with Foraker In Ohio.
Years
This
ago he llgured In the passage of a saies nave Deen by primary.
irut, ior instance, of the Eiglv
fifty-yea- r
street franchise bill by the leemn
ana
.Nineteenth districts, the
legislature that brought an uproar
latter being that of Senator Dick
of condemnation.
He has represent- which
ne
no
longer controls.
corporations
ed franchise
continuAfter the State' Verdict.
ally before Ohio aupreme court and
me
isui
laft leaders are satisfied
his hand has been suspected In mysuiier me republicans of th
terious bills presented to the legisla- mai
giaie
vwioie
nave voted, on Fehm
ture from corporation sources. An ary 11, on their
presidential choice,
understanding
circumthese
of
stance is necesBary to a proper appreciation of the unpopularity Foraker brought upon himself by his
tight on the railroad bill. li was
i.ot si much that he opposed thl
particular bill aa that his attit'jde
e
wa accepteJ a a linal and
f--

fln

Hanna-McKlnl-

no district will fly in the face of.
such a sweeping verdict. Their confidence in the result, and the evident purpose of Foraker to flee In
this state test Indicate that here Is
only one opinion as to the outcome
of the simultaneous primaries to be
eighty-eigh- t
In
hehl
counties the
same day. There Is another indication, too, of the Foraker opinion,
and that Is the haste shown to have
district conventions held In one T
two districts regarded by him as favorable before the date of the general primary. It is to offset the eftoo,
fect of this general primary,
that Foraker and his friends are
talking about bolting conventions.
argument
They want to meet the
that the republicans of Ohio have
voted for Taft with the claim that
they diil not participate In the contest and that, consequently, it was
no real test.
t'nder cover of this and other
similar tactics, they hope to keep
alive their opposition after the primaries are held. Moreover, it must
lie remembered that the fight made
by Foraker and Dick has been at no
time waged with the hope of success in Ohio. Their hottest champions have not claimed that they
could carry the state convention or
win a majority of the delegation.
Their object has been to keep up an
opposition In Ohio for its moral efelsefect on the Taft candidacy
where.
Olilo
tight.
The OhJeet of lis
go
No, when the Taft managers
Into other states with the claim that
an Ohio primary has demonstrated
that Ohio is for Taft. the senators
will be on hand to deny this and
say that they did not participate in
the primary, or that they will have
a bolting delegation, or something
of the sort. Ohio politicians regard
the contest as practically ended, as
far as Ohio Is concerned. Its effect
on the rest of the country will depend on how fast the real facts as
to the situation travel.

When Forsker challenged Tafi to
primary the senior senator evidently
believed that no such test
was possible, In Us true sense. There
Is, on the Ohio statutes, a primary
law which was put through the legislature by such practical politicians
as Foraker and Dick to stifle the
voice of reform crying for real primary nominations. The law permits
liny party county committee to hold
local primaries when it sees fit, or
In other words, when local reformers and agitators become troublesome wl.li their criticism of gang
ridden
conventions. Hut
the law
docj, not go much farther than to
authorize "a primary." The county
com mit.ee Is permitted
to arrange
all the derails.
Torukcr K-Ills 1'uiiih Secret.
Foraker d!d not reveal his plan
for a primary either In his challenge
of last spring or In a recent letter
which he wrote to the state central
He asked for "a pricommittee.
mary" selection of urate convention
delegates, "under the statutes." The
lerm "primary" is broad, and as Indicated, the statute permits anything
to
which the county committee
agrees. Hut when the question of
method began to be discussed, the
Foraker men showed their hand.
They wanted the primary unit in
the huge counties to be ward and
township, but the county elsewhere.
They wanted the names of candidates for state convention delegates
printed
distinguishing
without
marks to indicate their presidential
choice.
The first demand was a frank con
fession that a vote al hirge by the
republicans
of the big counties
would go agaJnst Foraker, as they
wanted a chance to spilt these big PILLSBURY
delegations with the few men they
might pull through
particular
in
wards or townships. Of course the
OF
theory of a s.ate convention Is that
maof a state election, in which a
jority of all the votes ca-s- t
decides.
The making of a ward or township
in the larger counties the primary
unit simply meant a return to a
ward caucus politics under a pri
mary alias. The same argument applied to the confusing of names on
the delegate tickets, to the end that
pull
might
popular
republicans
through in spite of Foraker
a
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little in
The Taft boom
Ohio, therefore, by a refusal to com
promise
with Foraker.
This is
bhown by the fact that the state
central committee, which whs the
piiiie fought for and won by the
senators at the layton convention,
turned to Taft promptly. The
controlled it at the outaet 2
the
control
to t. Taft's friends
same committee today by Just that
republican
vote. In fact, the Ohio
organization, the state administration and the party generally went
into the Taft camp a a matter of
course,
erenely disregarding
the
attitude of Foraker and Dick.
This explains why Ohio politicians
either grinned or whistled in amazement when Foraker lnsued a challenge to Taft last spring for a trial
rL-k-

rf
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to work where the would
be relieved from the preect health

and life destroying atmosphere that)
Hon. Joseph U. Cannon mast needs
deliver a lecture to them not to be
dictated to by 'That Man J ii;ertr.'
II, as you say, Mr. oompor
that they call and appeal to
the more humane side of Mr. t'an-nothe committee forgjt that part
of the program.
But I think they
wero of hat class which you describe
as men who would not stoop to a
dishonorable act. and if they hs
come at the suggestion of President
(lumpers they would have carred
out his instructions
and delivered
I therefore
think that
his appeal.
your recollection is at fault iiml that
you did forget."
.u&-gest-

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

I

1

"Uncle Joe" Says That the
OFFERED A MILLION
'IX)
Labor Leader Is Not
Friends With Money t'oulil
Consistent.
iHm IteaM-r- ,
Washington. D. ('.. Jan. 7. Speaker Cannon has at last taken cognizance of the battle waged on hitn by
union labor. He has issued a reply,
addressed to Samuel Uompers, to the
speaker, and In part says:
"In your editorial
of 'Speaker
Cannon, Lest We Forget,'
in
the
January number of the American
Federationlst, you make some statements as facts that are not In harmony with your expression of opinion that it Is impossible for the politician of the Cannon stripe to conceive that there are some yes, a
large and constantly growing number of men who, true to a principle, true to a cause, true to their
fellows, would scorn to stoop to a
or dishonorable act, or
dishonest
any act but one which redounds to
the Interest and progress of the
workers.'
"At 3 o'clock Saturday afternoon,
Dec. 7, the committee from the plate
printers, called on iMr. Cannon and
presented resolutions. I ask you to
note that in these resolutions the
committee expressed their thanks to
Mr. Cannon for past efforts or assistance in securing legislation beneficial to labor, and expressing their
confidence in him as a friend of labor. In your 'statement of facts' in
the American Federationlst for January, however, you state:
" 'A committee
of plate printers
of Washington called upon Speaker Cannon and asked Ms support for
a bill for a new building in which
the 1,500 employes In the bureau of
printing and engraving might r,ne
the opportunity of perforintnj their
work with less likelihood of III hea'th
than Is the case In the building now
occupied by them. It was the occasion of the plate printers' appeal

Pittsburg,

Pa., Jan.

A

LIFE.

Vol Hold

Alexander
and
former Junior partner of Andrew
Carnegie, offered S .000.000 to any
physician who could save the life of
Frank Kidgway. d. rector of the department of public safety of PittsHe insistburg, who died Monday.
ed that he be allowed to end
New York and hurry two famous
physicians here on a special tralti,
but before he could do so Kidgway
died.
y wero almost
Peacock and Ridg-Inseparable.
Peacock's
fortune is
estimated at $15,000,000.
"I would have given every penny
I had in the world to have saved
the life of Frank Kidgway," deiiar-e- d
Peacock 'his afteraoon. as with
streaming eyas he can
from the
funeral services. "I loved him a a
brother, and It was awful to think
of him having to die."
The funeral was one of the largAll of
est ever held in Pittsburg.
the city departments were doped and
the bell In the city hall was tolled
mi hour.
Itank Foolishness.
"When attacked by a cough or a
cold, or when your throat Is sore, It
Is rank foolishness to take any other
medicine than Dr. King's New Discovery," says C. O. Eldrldge, of Empire, Oa. "I have used New Discovery seven years and I know it is the
best remedy on earth for coughs and
colds, croup, and all throat and lung
troubles. My children are subject to
croup, but New Discovery quickly
Known the
cures every attack."
world over as the King of throat and
lung remedies. Sold under guarantee at Ml Dealers. 50c and $1.00.
Trial bottle free.
U. Peacock,

INTEREST

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

7.

multi-millionai- re

1

GOOD

HORSESHOEING

04

1

Phone 878
We will Call for and Deliver Your Horse

Satisfaction Guaranteed

& CO.
J.214SfORBER
N. Second, Albuquerque
J. D. Eakln? President
O. Gloml, Vice President.

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary
O. BachechI, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to

MELIM

CLEAR THROUGH.

& EAKIN, and BACIIECIII

& GIOMI

WMOLMBALm DKALmRm IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

List.

kttp

$UCCE$$
THEY SAY NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SCiCGESS.
I SUPPOSE THIS IS TRUE. BUT IN ORDER TO

Pioneer Bakery,
MAHKL TALIAFERRO.

HAVE SOME SUCCESS WITH WHICH TO SUCCEED IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE SOME OTHER
THINGS. ONE OF THESE IS BRAINS, AND AN-

207 South First St.

Pretty winsome little Mabel Taliaferro has Jumped into stardom al
most in a night. Only a few weeks
ago she was playing a part in "Polly of the Circus." Today sue is Polly herself and New
York theatergoers are in raptures over her clever
work. Of her it has been said she TUESDAY. JANUARY
has the appearance of Maude Adams
and the temperament of Duse.
Not only has she the appearance Engagement of Uie Eminent Actor
but she has that other rare quality
CHARLES
HANFORD
of Miss Adams, personality that
vague something which reaches out
across the footlights and touches the
Under the iManayament of
center of sentiment
beneath every
F.
U1WKENCE WAIiKEK
It Is this that
waist or waistcoat.
la a Notable Rerlval of
has made her a star at 20, an ac
act- complishment few modern-da- y
resse have attained.

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

OTHER IS SOME MONEY. WE DO NOT FURNISH BRAIN'S IN SETS, BUT A PERUSAL OF
OUR COLUMNS WILL SHINE UP THE ONES YOU
HAVE, AND AN ADVERTISEMENT
IN THE

7th

EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A LONG WAY

6.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
Officers and Directors:
LUNA. President.

SOLOMON

W.

W. 8. STRICHXER,
Vice Preotdeot and Cashier.

J.

JOILNSON.

Assistant Cashier.

j. o. baldridge.
o. e. cromwell.

a. m. black well

StSfSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSfSStS

Cleopatra

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

S

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCC

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

Bwnlc
production,
novel elertrlcul effects, a
flKrui and ballet of unusual attractiveness, txautifully costumed, will
tend to make this engagement one
of the moHt sulKiUuitlal offerings of
the year.
Curtain at 8:30. Positively no One
Seated Iuring an Act.
SEATS OX SALE MONDAY. JAW 6.

Native and Chicago Lumlier. Slierwln-WilluiPaint None Better. BuUdlug Paper, Plaster, Lluie, Cement, Glass, Sasli, Doors, Etc--,
Etc., Etc

PRICES $1.50, $1.00, 75c

J.

A

8uniiuous

new and

$150,000.00

William Mcintosh,

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

and

ACCOMMODATION

TO-

WARDS SUPPLYING THE DEVERO.

Antony

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Issued to dealers only.

i$ss$ss$$ssssssssssssssssssss

Our home-mad- e
loaves are as near
perfection as It Is possible for bread
to be. It's our objeot to make bread
that will not only please the eye and
the palate, but bread that Is whole
some "the staff of life" for children.
mlddleaged and old folk. How well
we succeed is proven by the long Hfo
Buy our
of our constant patrons.
home-mad- e
bread.

AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

CONDITION

ALLOWED

0V0rylhlag la Mtoek to outfit tto
most fsstldlout bar eomplot
Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joa. 8.
Sclilitz. Win.
and St. Louis A. 11. C. nreweries: Yellestone,
;reen Itlver, W. II. lc Brayer's tVdar Brook,
Louis Hunter, T.
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.J
WE ARE SOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received from, the best Wlnerlea
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prlc

WITH AMPIJ2 MEANS

CAPITAL

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus. $100,000

W

Ex-Pau-

....

n,

i

CAIT. J. K. PILIaKIU'RY.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 7. Capt.
John Elliott I'lllsbury has been ap
pointed head of the naval navigation
The apbureau by the president.
pointment expires Dec. 15, when the
reason
by
ncumbent will be retired
of the ago limit proviso. He was
born in Lowell, Mass., Dec. 15, 1849.
OFFICE
PROPOSALS
FOR
Department of the In
HU1LDINU.
terior, Office of Indian Affairs, Wash- ngton, D. C, Dec. 6, 1907, Sealed
Proposals plainly marked on the out
side of the sealed envelope, "Proposals for Office Building, Santa Fe,
New Met.
and addressed to tne
Affairs.
of Indian
Commissioner
Washington, D. C, will be received
2
o'clocK
at the Indian Office until
m. of Jan. 13, 1908, for furnishing
the necessary materials and labor to
an office
construct and complete
building at the Santa Fe School,
with
N. Mex.. In strict accordance
plan, specifications and Instructions
to bidders, which may be examined
at this office, the offices of "The CitiMex., "The
zen," Albuquerque, N.
New Mexican." Santa Fe, N. Mex..
l,
and Traders'
the Builders'
changes at Omaha, Nebr., St.
Minn., and Minneapolis, Minn ; the
Asso
Northwestern Manufacturers'
elation. St. Paul. Minn.: the U. 8.
Indian Warehouses at Chicago, 111.,
Omaha, Nebr., St. Louis, Mo., New
York, N. Y., and at the school. For
further information apply to c. J.
New
Fe,
Crandall, Supt., Santa
Acting
C. F. LARRABEE,
Mex.
Commissioner.
Mineral Water
Pal Pinto Well
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
your grocer for It.

?, loon.

' for a place

of

The State National Bank of Albuquerque

suilr.ioiu;
a a final tr J if that his sympathy
were all cur,.orat'on.
knew I'orukrr'n WraUm's.
f old

TITSDAT, JAXrAIlY

rr.KSOXAI.ITV HKIi SECRET OI
SltXIXSS.
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BUILDERS'

j j j

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

423 South First

C. BALDRIDGE

FIRvST NATIONAL BANK
Albuquerque, New Mexico
OF

DECEMBER 3, 1907.

United States Depository

RESOURCES.!
Loans
$515,750.77
United State Bond.
105,750.00
Banking House (Zieger bl Jg) 36,000 00
Fixtures, Vaults, etc
5,489.91
Cash
216,518.88
$879,509.56

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock
Profits
Circulating Currency
Deposits

Depository A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company

REPORT OF CONDITION DECEMBER 3, 907

$100,000.00
33,940.23
100,000.00
645,569.33
$879,509.56

1

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Honda, Securities and Real Estate..
$30,000.00
U. S. Bond
465,114.40
Exchange
394.831.61
Cash In Vault

Cah Resource
Totalj

O006K)6OK06KO6OSK00K3

tl,74.m.t
2911. 72
1,

LIABILITIES

Capital and Surplus
Circulation
Deposit

.1
.

252.653.01
200,000.00
3,653,037.60

1. 167.461.91

$3,005,680.63

ToUU

$3,005,690.61

TCEMVW. J AX VARY

7,

ALBUQtJEKQDE

lOB.
r
hour during the month
was 0.14 inch on Iecember 2S which
wa
one of the three cloudy day.
The mean relative humidity at 6 a.
m., was 66 per cent and at 6 p.
m.. 64 per cent, making the average
for the month 64 per cent.
The total wind movement during
the month was 7,038 miles, and the
prevailing direction whs northeast.
The average hourly velocity was 8.5
miles and the minimum velocity (foi
five minutes) was 3 miles per hour
on December 29.

EVENING

TAOE SEVEN 1

CIYIZEN.

twenty-fou-

WAS

DECEMBER

Will

AND

DRY

CLASSIFIED ADSj

I

rTHEY

Take DeWitt's Kidney and madder
They promptly relieve backache and weak bfVt. Sold by J. H.

rills.

The Total Precipitation For O Uielly Co.
the Month Was Less
NEW PENSIONS
Than .40 of art Inch.
AND

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 7. According to the monthly meteorological

summary Issued by the local United
bureau, twenty-cm- ;
Sla;cs weather
a mean
clear days out of thirty-ontemperature of 31 degrees, an averper
64
age relative humidity
of
cent, a total precipitation
of 0.40
Inch, and .79 per cent of sunshine is
the record in Santa Fe for the month
of December.
Of the twenty-on- e
clear days during the past month, twelve of them
had 100 per cent of sunshine and
the remaining nine over 75 per cent.
the seven partly cloudy days one
had 100 per cent of sunshine, another 86 per cent, still another 8 2
per cent, and a fourth 79 per cent.
Of the three cloudy days two had
no sunshine at all and the other 4
per cent.
The maximum temperature during
the month was 52 degrees on
4 and
the minimum tem
perature 10 degrees on December 22.
The greatest daily range In the temperature was 29 degrees on December 4 when the thermometer dropped from 62 degrees to 23 degrees
and the least dally range was on December 21, when the maximum temperature did not go below the freezing; point, but there were only two
days when the temperature stayed
below 32 degrees during the entire
24 hours.
The mean temperature for December for the past 35 years has been
81 degrees.
The absolute maximum
temperature for the month since
1871 was 65 degrees In 187S, and the
absolute minimum was 14 degrees
below zero In 1879.
The total precipitation
for the
month was 0.40 Inch, the average for
the month being 0.37 Inch, since data
has been compiled from 18 71.
The
precipitation
consisted mainly o!
melted snow there being two days
on which a trace was recorded, and
the total snowfall was three Inches.
The greatest precipitation during any
e,

lf

P0S10FFICES

REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

FOR RENT

FOR 11K.NT FurnUhed rooms and
bu.ird in the Highlands. 615 East
Cen;ral.
KENT Nice clean furnished
The following pensions have been FOR
rooms, modern. 309 H West Cen
granted In New Mexico:
tral avenue.
William Sotinck. San Tedro, $12
FOR RENT Two modern furnished per month from March 8, 1907.
rooms for light housekeeping. InWm. J. Homey, I'ortales, fZU per
inire at 418 We.t Silver avenue,
2,
1907.
April
month from
house on
FOR KENT Seven-rooValley,
V.
$12
Casey,
bake
Thos.
North Fourth street; strictly mod- per month from April 6, 1907.
ern. Inquire at 919 North Fourth.
$12 FOR RBNT Furnished
RstHiicIa,
Chas, 11. Turner.
rooms for
per month from July 19, 1907.
Apply at 109
light housekeeping.
per
avenue.
$12
Coal
Jas. 11. Stark.
Klida.
East
month from April 1, 1907.
FOR RENT Two modern rooms for
Hunt housekeeping. Inquire at 418
Jose Miguel Montoya, Roy. $12
"West Silver avenue.
per month from March 8, 1907
R624 So.
Jno. W. Wright, Ft. Rayard, $21 Fli- RENT Minneapolis, lighthouse-keepinSecond St., rooms for
per month from April 20, 1907.
Cheapest
rooms.
Also bed
Wm. M.. McDonald, Hoswell, $12
In city.
per month from April 15 ,1907.
modern
RENT
Julian Valdez. Kevueltnm, $12 per FOR
frame house, furnished. 315 South
month from March 9, 1907.
Uroadwav. Call at 309 South
' RenJ. M. Crispin, Ft. Bayard, $17
P.roadway.
per month from May 21, 1907.
RBNT Three rooms at 208
Arthur Ban well, Farmington, $15 FOR
South Third, near corner of Gold
per month from April 17, 1907.
avenue. Also 4 rooms at corner of
Biblan Sena. Las Vegas, $15 per
Roma avenue and Fifth street.
7,
1907.
March
month fiom
Houses, lots and ranches for sale,
cloce In. E. 11. Dunbar, Gold aveHenry C. Owen, Dexter, $12 per
nue and Third street.
month from April 8, 1907.
Postofllee Changes.
M. Letitla Payne appointed post
FOR SALE
master at Valley. Union county.
B. F. Adams appointed postmaster
at Corona, Lincoln county.
FOR SALE A brand new Stevens'
T. J. Curran appointed postmaster
single barrel shot gun. never fired.
at Cooney, Socorro county.
A high grade and strictly up to
date gun. Inquire at The Citizen
office.
A Cure for Misery.
"I have found a cure for the mis- Ft i K SALE A few bargains In good
ery malaria poison produces," says
within
property cheap if taken
R. M. James, of Louellen, S. C. "It's
the next few days. One of the best
called Electric Bitters, and comes In
business corners In the city; some
50 cent bottles.
choice business lots; a nine room,
It breaks up a case
alor
frame dwelling, modern,
of chills
a bilious attack In
cottages with
close in; two
most no time; and It puts yellow
batli and electric lights $2600 for
Jaundice clean out of commission."
50-lots on East
both; three
This great tonic medicine and blood
Central avenue $200 for all three,
purifier gives quick relief In all
A.
stomach, liver and kidney complaints
and many more like them.
Fleischer, real estate and Insurand the misery of lame back. Sold
street.
2
21
Vi
ance,
South Second
under guarantee at All Dealers.
Andrews' ijitot Budget Brings Re
lief to Thirteen Home.

m

g.

Six-roo- m

ft

FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $5.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen. P. O.
Pox 202, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE- - My "farm of 30 acres,
one mile nonhwe- -' uf city. C. E.
Heckler.
FOR SALE Home baking, taffies.
Jellies, etc. 109 E. Coal. Mrs. C. W.
Flneron,
FOR SALE One room house, good
lot. A snap for $450. Porterfleld
Co., 216 West Gold avenue.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Nice rooming house, centrally located. Apply at this ollice.
cotFOR SALE Four and
tages; prices and terms reasonable.
Frank Ackerman, Room 1, Grant
building.
modFOR SALE Fine new
ern house on South Walter street.
A bargain.
PorterTerms easy.
fleld Co.. 216 West Gold avenue.
FOR SALE Lots In Eastern AddiEasy terms.
tion from $50 up.
Porterfleld Co., 216 West Gold avenue.

OPPORTUNITIES
V.

PKUSOXAIi PKOPKHTY l.O.VXS

MONEY to LOAN
On

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

Furniture. Pianos. Organs Horses.

M. SIIF.IUO.W.

Homeopathic

M.

1.

Highland Livery

phjslclnn and Surgeon.

Occidental Life Building.
Telephone KNB.

CARDS

niMiiRooK nitos.

,irt

Phone 506.
R4,
Ill
Saddle horses a specialty.
Best
In
drivers
the city. Proprietors o
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.

Pit. V. J. PATC1HX
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REPhy:oVinn and Surgeon.
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
Oflltv
Vnnn Drug Store. OfY
strictly private.
Time: One montn fice hoursover
0 to 12 n. m.. 2 to 5, and
Goods remain In 7 to H p. m.
to one year given.
TO.
DATE
STYLES
Phones,
441,
office
yom possession. Our rates are reas605.
AT COST PRICES
onable. Call and see us before borrowing.
Tailoring ana
DR. R. I 1IUST
Oretsmaklng
THK HOfSF.IIOI.D I.O.W CO.
Physician and Surgeon.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
.
m.
& 7. X. T. Arinljo Building.
Kooin.
fhon M
Rooms 3 arkl 4, Grant Bldg.
1)11. SOIiOMOX It. BURTON.
West Railroad Ave.
303
W. L. TRIMBLE &
PRIVATE OFFICES
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland Office. 810 South Walter
1
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
OiH'n Evening.
Street. Phone 1030.
TRANSFER STAJILES.
DRS. BH'JNSCN & BROXSOX
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
WANTED
Homeopathic Physician
and Surgeons.
Drug
Over
Vunn's
Store.
BEST
BARGAINS
TOURNOUTS
IN THE Crr
REAL ESTATE
WANTED Washwoman. Apply CitPhone, Office, nnd Res., 828.
Second Street between Central an
izen office.
Copper Avenue.
sewing. 413 North
WATED-PlalDENTISTS
'Sixth street.
SALE.
FOR
WANTED Two well dressed men
and ladle9 for "College Widow,"
DR. J. E. CRAFT
big foot ball scene. Call at theater
81
room lions. West New
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
stage 6:30 p. m.,MondayJ
8,50
Dental Surgery.
York aenue
Rooms 2 and 3, Harnett ' rtiiildlng, THK OLDEST MILL IX THE CITT.
4 room bo!e, Iron roof, lot
WANTED To make your old hats
Mountain road,
00x400,
and clothes look like new, In the
When In need of saidi, door, frame
1,500
Appointment
near cor line
mmle by mall.
car, west Gold avenue. Phone
etc. Screen work a specialty. 441
5 room cement lioue, 3rd
Phono 711.
S80.
South Firsa street. Telephone 403.
2.000
ward
gooas,
WANTED Genu'
second
4 room frame, corner lot,
S.
D.
D.
ALGER,
EDMUND
J.
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
MO
3rd ward
615 South First street, south
of
8 room frame, 2 lots cloae
Office hours. 0 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
8,000
in
1:30 to 5 p. m.
DEVOES READY PAINT
WANTED Hooks io audit or cor5 room brick, modern, corAppointments niade by mail.
600 Square Feel
2,850
rect, bookkeeping or office systems
lot, 2nd ward
ner
458. One Gallon CoversKOOI--'
Vcwt Central Ave,
Phonte
30
open,
to
PAINT
books la keep evenings.
r.tiiMKriti
5 room frame, 4tli ward,
Stops
I
1,500
Leaks.
live Years. i
axis
Much experience.
Address, D. S.
corner
i
B., care Citizen offioe.
brick,
Fourth
room
Three
LAWYERS
M00
ward
WANTED Ladles desiring millinery
Watt
408
Railroad
Avouo
rct4f the sweJlert
One
at cost for next ten days call on
7,500
denrea In town
R, V. D. RYAX
Miss C. P. Crane, 615 North Secbrick, modern,
room
Six
rOTI at ORAD I
Millinery and dressond street.
8,250
Attorney at Law.
clone In
making parlors. Phone 844. Ap- modDealers in Groceries, Provisions, Havft
Seven room brick,
prentices wanted.
8,500
Office, First. National Bank Hulltllng.
Oraln and Fuel.
ern
WANTED Men who are especially
200
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquor
to
two
from
Albuquerque.
N.
M.
Ranches
qualified for high class positions;
and Cigars.
acrcn.
Place your orders
stenographers,
bookkeepers, manfor this line with us.
Lots In nil parts of town.
E. W. DOBSON
agers, salesmen and office men, for
alfalfa, rannli withNORTH
THIRD BTM.
positions In New Mexico, Arizona,
in a few blocks of the
Attorney at Law.
Texas and Mexico. Do not call un4.500
Mtreet car lino
less you can give the best of refTHIRD
alfalfa ranch five
Office, Cromwell Block,
erences.
Business
Southwestern
mllcn north of town 805
Albuquerque, N. M.
Association, 203 Vt East Central
per acre,
avenue, AJbuquerqae N. M. Phone
FOR RENT.
IIL M. BOXI)
257.
Houses from 2 to 8 rooms.
All Klmki of Fresh, and Salt Meauh
Money to loan In sums to suit.
WANTED Able bodlea, unmarried
Attorney at Iew.
Steam Sauwure Factor-- .
men, between ages of 21 and 35;
E.MIL KXd tZN WORT
citizens of United States, of good
Pensions. I nil Patents. Copyrights,
Masonlo Building, North Third fttreft
Caveats, liCttt-- lntents, Trade
character and temperate habits,
Marks, Claims.
who can speak, read and write
33 F. street, N. lif. AVaNhlngton. D. C.
English. For Information apply to
Recruiting Officer. 203 E. Central
Ave., Albuquerque. New Mexico
Real Estate and Loans. Notary
THOS. K. D. MADDISOX
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave,
WANTED General agents for high
Attorney-at-La45 H. P. automograde
bile; start now for 1908, don't
Oflloe with W. n. ChlMers,
wait, capital required, big profit.
117 West Gold Avenue.
Pullman M. V. Co., 503 Blsher
Every Thing
Bldg.. Chicago.
OOOCXXXXXyjOOOOOCKXXXXTrxxXX)
Necessary for
INSURANCE
WAJNTED Capable men to fill exFor S;ilc .a a Uargaln. Furecutive, technical, office and merHousekeeping
rooms,
12
and
lease
niture
We can place
cantile positions.
ino.li n i Miming house.
H. A. SLEYSTER
you In the position for which you
are qualified. Southwestern BusiFor Suli Itargaln one store
G DAVIS
ness Association. 203 V4 East Cen& Z EARING
Insu ranee, Real Folate, Notary
building, liOxlOO feet. two
tral avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
Public.
r4
m
Lp
4
Phone 257.
stories and basement.
Rooms 12 and 14, Cromwell Block,
TriXIXXXXXXXIXXXXXTTXXTX
. M. Phone 130.
Albuquerque,
For Rent Store building on
PERSONAL Wealthy lady, considWest Central uve. A snap.
ered handsome, desires to marry
young or middle aged man of reA.
WALKER
spectable appearance.
No objection to mechanic or one living In
lire Insurance.
the country. Miss Leaman, Dept.
Scretarv Mutual Itullillng Association
129, Industry Rldg., Chicago.
219 South 2nd Slnat
217 Went Central Avenue.
TO
LOST
FOUND
Tlie Mining Camps of Colorado.
FRENCH & ADAMS
Itah and Nevada; to lHnver, Oukf
LOST Credentials and script books
rado Springs and Pueblo is via Um
UNDERTAKERS.
Kinder please return n clerk at
Embalming a Specialty.
Alvarado and receive reward.
LOST In or around
the purk u
bunch of keys. Return to Citizen
VETERlNARfl
office and receive reward.
RAILWAY
Through Uie fertile San Luis Valley,
WILLIAM BELDE.V
ab tu the San Juan county of Cokx
Veterinary.
Surgery anil IHntlwtry a Specialty.
rado.
AGENT
For Information as to rules,
402 South tkllth Plione 403.
service, descriptive literature, train
etci.
ou or address)
call
DR. II. I). PETTII'ORD
F.
II.
McBRIDE,
Veterinary.
Agent, Santa Fv. N. 1C
Practical Therape jtics. Obstetrics S. K. HOOPER,
and Sursery on Hordes, Cattle, Sheep
G. P. & T. A, Denver. Colo.
Hogs. Dog
and Cats. Office with
Thornton,
Cleaner,
121
the
North
All kinds of Household
460.
Hospital
Third. Phone
and HAIR DRESSER AND CHIROPOResidence. 733 South Walter. ResiGoods at reduced prices
DIST
phone,
620.
dence

MILLINER

res-lili-ii- fc

Uf.

Ladle'

MISS CRANE
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Don't Forget The

Thos. F. Keleber
JAP-A-LA-

i

30-nc- re

A LITTLE WANT AD
IN THE CITIZEN

TELEPHONE

15

STREET

60-ac- re

Moat Market

i
'

A.

r

MONTOYA
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I

r
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i
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Direct Route

M. L. SCHUTT

4

and
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Denverfe Rio Grande

'
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New Home

Sewing Machine

Co.
Borradaile
GOLD
117

I

im

.
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i

r

(..'

t

it
r

A little want ad, day by day,
Does the work you draw the pay,
i

I.

,
f

AVC.

Kennedy's

It sees the people you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.

Laxative
Cough Syrup
Relieves Colds by working the out
through a coptoui and
healthy action of the bowels.
Relieves coughs by cleansing tho
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
and bronchial tubes.
"As pleasant to th Ut
as MapU Sugar"

of tho system

Children Like
far BACUCHE-WE- AK
BUddsf
Dttntl'i IUImj

ul

i.

It

If You Want A

H. O'RIELLY

sal

un

CO.

Sate

Dr. Vaucaire's

Plumber

Formula

Telephone No. 61

The Standard

KILLthe COUCH

LUNC3

Our work is at our name
implies, and our charges are

varado Pharmacy

right.
The

MOIEYS Try

Pills-S-

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturge- -' cafe. Is prepared
to
thorough scalp treatment,
do hair
F. W. SPENCER
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives massaga
Architect.
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
own
Uamblni's
preparation
of com1221 South Walter.
Phone 555. plexion cream builds up the skin
and
Improves the complexion, and la
guaranteed not to be Injurious. Shs
also prepare, a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines. For any blemish of the
face call and consult Mrs. Bambini
by
Mrs.
Henr)
Recommended
Pyines, to develop the bust from 4
to 6 Inches.
Guaranteed to be made from the
true Oalega Extract. Is perfectly
AND CURE THE
hai mless.
The Vaucalre Formula Is a general
tonic, but it has a specific effect upon
m
the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by
Highland Pharmacy and Al-

MISCELLANEOUS

Standard Plumbing & Healing

Irlce of Peace.

The terrible Itching and smarting,
incident to certain skin diseases, is
almost Instantly allayed by applying
26
Price,
Salve.
Co Chamberlains
cenU For tale by All Druggists.

Dr. King's
New Discovery

FORCSHgJ'8
AND Al

V.

PHICB
1IM

Trial Souls F
THROAT AN0LUKQ TROUBLES.

QUAKANIGDO SATIfe FAClOliV

1

r&Gia

ALBUQUERQUE

fight.

ery

1;

SilOCS Ttiot Keep

me reel worm
suitable for this

time of the year. They have Goodyear Welt Extension soles and cork cushions which make them
and very comfortable.

damp-proo- f

They look stylish, fit and wear well. The uppers are
cither Box Calf, Gun Metal, Vici Kid or Patent Calf.

For Men

For Boys

&

For Women
$2 50 to $400

Girls

$1.25 to $2.50

52 75 to $5.00

tXXXXXXXrXXXXXDOCXDOOOOOOOOO r)OCXXXXX)O0O(X)OO00(X)0OO00OQ,

REDUCTION
OF

IN PROPORTION

$12 cut to S5
ON
ALL

208 South Steono

Teas, Coffees, Syrups, Fruit Jars,
Canned Goods, $125 Coffee Mill,
$100 safe, $500 worth of fixtures

SCOtt Knight,

s:the '

)

We

PERSONAL
PARAGRAPHS

o3aoocoroooDcooooooa

Montezuma
Cleaning and
Pressing Co.
Most Modern Methods.

Equipment.
Satisfaction or No Money.
ss

210 West Gold
WT
v

V
axe

7PKRB
iiH

COE
Jeweler

Dunwc
1IVJ1VI i ins

t

EVERYTHING IN
THE JEWELRY LINE
Fine Watch Repairing
)

213

West
Central

Phoenix eweet oranges for holiday
trade at the Richelieu Grocery.
Albuquerque's much needed fruit
store, I.yle, 212 South Second street.
Fred. J. Otero, of Albuquerque, Is
In Santa Fe on business, nnd Is registered at the Claire hotel.
Fine strawberries at the Richelieu.
C E. Loher, of 119 South High
fttieet, Is recovering from an attack
of grippe.
Jtorn. to Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Wool- Ion, of Kixth street and Central avenue, a boy.
arrived
D.
.Lullo
Mrs. Thomas
Monday evening from Cerrlllos and
will remain several days visiting and
'
V shopping.
The Indiana club will hold 1U regular meeting tomorrow evening In
Odd Fellows' hull. A tine program
will be given.
.AnnlmVtn lavls. Gano and
Lyle, 212
Welnsap by the box.
South Second street.
Iawwin D. Iowe, chief clerk of the
Law Revision commission, of Santa
a several
Fe, lias returned from
weeks' visit with relatives In Las
duces. Mrs. Lowe, who accompli- -

oooeoooooooooo oo.ooooooooooo

GREAT OVERCOAT SALE
We have too many men's and boy heavy weight overcoat for this season of the
year. In order to make room for new goods we have made a sweeping reduction
on every heavy coat in the store. It will pay you to buy now for the future. All this
the world's finest tailors.
season's stylish goods from Kuppenheimer and
Stein-BIoc-

h,

A FEW OF THE NEW PRICES
J

Boys' Heavy Overcoats. 10 to 19 years, price 6.50, now 4.15
Boys' Heavy Overcoats, 10 to 18 years, price 8.00, now 6.00
Grey or Black Overcoats, all sizes, price 15, now 11.25
Men's heivy-weigBlack Overcoats, price J6.5U, now JZ.jU
Men s heavy-weigGrey or Black Overcoats, price 18, now 14.50
Men's Heavy-weigh- t
Dress Overcoats, price 20, now 15
Men's Heavy-weigElegant Dress Overcoats, price 25, now 18.75
Men's Heavy-weigElegant Dress Overcoats, price 30, now 22.50
Men's Heavy-weight

ht

ht

ht

ht

tiled him. will retmiin in Las Cruces
for he winter.
The Ladles of the Lutheran, church
society are requested to meet at the
church tonvorrow afternoon ut 2:30
o'clock.
Try the Richelieu brand of canned
K'Mids, and you will use no other.
I'liilllp Bailey, timekeeper at the
Santa Fe shops, is ill with Inflammatory rheumatism
at the Santa Fe
hospital.
Ir. ami Mrs. Harry M. Smith, of
Vegas.
ate spending several
days with'Trf. and Mrs. J. A. Rolls,
of Santa Fe.
F. C. Jonea, of the firm ot Jones
& Downs, wholesale grocery dealer
of Silver City, left for his horn last
evening after having spent severaj
days In Albuquerque.
It doesn't come any better than
you get It at the Richelieu Grocery.
IS. S. Purker, the popular Insur- surance solicitor of Albuquerque, has
been spending the past few days in
i

Lns Vegas.
A marriage license was Issued yesterday to Maria Herrera, of Ranch-o- s
de Albuquerque, and To mas Garcia y c'andelaria, of t'arnuel.
There will be a regular meeting of
the Woman's Relief Corps at 2:30
ti morrow afternoon at llej
Men
hall. All members are requested to
be present.
iThere will be a regular meeting
of the
Benevolent as
soclation tomorrow afternoon in the
office of F. W. Clancy. All members
are urgently requeated to be pres

E. L. Washburn Company
Ave.-1-

22

"Universal:'
Coffee Percolator

Makes Perfect Coffee free from the
bitter taste caused by boiling ami
retaining all the delicious aromatic
fragrance of the Coffee Beana healthful appetizing beverage, clear as wine,
though no eggs, are used..

6 Cup Size
Aluminum, $4.00
Porcelain, $3 00

Auctioneer

)1

fThe

Aluminum, $3.50
Porcelain, $2.50

S. Second St.

ed down, but the session was brief,
no cases being set for hearing.
(Newly elected officers for the new
year were Installed by
No. S, Knights Templar, at
the Masonic Temple last night. The
following are the new officers: William D. McFerran, eminent commander; William N. McGugln, generalissimo; Edward C. Allen, captain gen
eral; Frank J. Holmes, senior warden; Paul Teutch, Junior warden;
Harry Bullard. prelate; A. J. Maloy,
treasurer; Harry Braun, recorder;
Fred Miller, standard bearer; P. G.
Cornish, sword bearer; Jay A. Hubbs,
warden; George Eberhardt, sentinel.

com-mande- ry

To Core a Oold in One I)ht.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
laoiecs. uruggisis reruna money if
It falls to cure.
E. W.
GROVE'S
signature Is on each box. 25c.

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

ALL THE TIME

,

IXCRKASIXQ IX VALUE STEAD- IS TO 20 PER CENT. WK
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
WILI SELL AT LOWER PRICES
TllXS THEY CAN BE BOUGHT AI
WHOLESALE.
.VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drus Stow.
1XY.

210

ent.
David Rosenwald, ot the firm of y?s
Rosenwald & Son, of Las Vegas, left Gold
Monday afternoon
for Baltimore,
where he will join Mrs. Rosenwald,
visiting
who has been
there with relome time.
atives
Some more Kream Klips. Everybody likes them. Richelieu Grocery.
Attorney and Mrs. A. B. Renehan,
of Santa Ke, left Monday evening for
Washington. Mr. Renehan will
be
absent about two weeks on legal
business and Mrs. Renehan will re- SHOE
main several days longer visiting
friends.
V. L. Sullivan, territorial irrigation
ei'gineer, of Santa Fe, returned to
his Imme Monday from a trip In 105
southern New Mexico. He combined
business and pleasure and during the
holidays visited at Lakewood
with
his wife and child.
F. F. Trotter, proprietor of the
Richelieu grocery, has arranged for
a new brand of coffee, that Is said
else on the
to
uri'.isM everything
market. It will bo called the "Rich- elleu" brand, and is now at his store
ready for the public.
(Charles F. Voorhees, of the Lantry
('instruction company, arrived in AlMonday evening from
buquerque
Norfolk, Va., where he has been
In construction
work. Mr.
Voorhes formerly resided in this city
until- he acceptea the chief clerkship
of that company.
On Friday "xt, a large consignment of California fresh goods will
y
be received at the Richelieu
head lettuce, caullllower, string
beans, wax beans, green chill, etc.
The territorial supreme court convened today at Santa Fe In the
chambers of the capltol building. All
business was closed up pursuant to
adjournment until the new term
be Wednesday.
opens, which will
Several 'opinion In casei were hand.
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Birds a Specialty

XL

Quick.

Smpk,

jW

Sectional
View.

P. MATTEUCCI
STORE

AND

Aluminum, $4.50
Porcelain, $3.50

Uae (Si any
kind of Slow.

Uniioimis

Made of Pure Aluminum swi in Two-- Strict,
Empire and Colonial, in 4 aitts, 4 to 4 alpa.

14 Cup Size

To taste Coffee made in the "Universal' and know for the first time what
Perfect Coffee ia like ie worth living
for.. Any one caa make Perfect Coffee
in the- - "UNIVERSAL."

Aluminum, $5.00
Porcelain, $4.00

Wagner Hardware Co.
West Central

321-32- 3

WE GUARANTEE
Fell 2,000 Pounds

In every tea of coal leaving our yard, and have

al-

ways made this guarantee.
The following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
Block, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Xut. Also Mill Wood, Mountain Wood, Kindling and
Coke.

REPAIRS

JOHN S. BEAYEN

Green Front

-

-

502 South

First

North First Street

1

D)

TL

TV7

en-ga;-

ero-cer-

119 West Gold

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

9 Cup Size

Railroad Avenue

First-Cla-

SIMON STERN
4 Cup Size

DIAMOND PALACE
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glaaa, Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

im,

Green Tag Ad
Page S

It seems almost impossible for us to get out of business
We have tried hard to do so for the past two weeks, and have
made big sales each day, but the large stock that Mr. Brigham
had on hand compels me to still keep grinding. There are still
full cases of goods, besides no end of goods on the
seventy-fiv- e
shelves, including

rxxxoooooooooonoo

t:.

the Big

sale opens at 2 o'clock in the afternoon1 and 7:30 In the
evening and will continue until everything is sold. This Is a
rare opportunity to get a dollar's worth of goods for 25 cents.
Call and see if I am misstating facts.

MISS LUTZ

b

tlt:sdat. jaxtaiiv.

The

HATS

PATTERN

CITIZEN.

11 IM

3glET RAILROAD AYE.

We have a splendid line of shoes

EVENIKG

THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY YOUR

HMRDWMRE
Ranch Supplies, Harness and Saddlery
WE AIM TO PLEASE.

PRICES ALWAYS RIGHT

6

